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ABSTRACT

This study presents an analysis of the furniture collection at Paxton
House in conjunction with the relevant documentation. The result is
a comprehensive collection of all the known primary sources relating
to both Paxton and Wedderburn Castle. A number of these

documents have neither been seen nor examined before, and these
have been indispensable in confirming that additional work was
executed by Chippendale in Scotland, at Wedderburn Castle. This
finally confirms the presence of a third documented Chippendale
house in Scotland. It also points to further work having been
undertaken in London by the firm. There is additional information
which directly outlines the emergence of Trotter's firm as the
leading upholsterers and cabinet-makers in Scotland.

The new evidence has been used in conjunction with a re-assessment
of the older material to create an important source for furniture
historians. This comprehensive collection of documents provides an

insight into the working practice of the cabinet-makers of the late
eighteenth century and illustrate's how such commissions were
executed over great distances. In particular they illuminate the wide
variety and range of services which a furniture maker was expected
to provide. The Homes of Wedderbum, who were involved in the
patronage of both Chippendale and Trotter, appear to be discerning
characters. They conscientiously scrutinised the furniture upon its
arrival at Paxton and wasted no time in informing either firm of
their dissatisfaction with goods or services received from them. In
most instances such complaints were dealt with swiftly and resolved
amicably.

Paxton House opened to the public in April 1992 and is presently the
only country house in Scotland to have two fully documented
collections of furniture on public display. This study presents the
first detailed analysis of these documents and the furniture at Paxton.
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INTRODUCTION

Paxton House, Berwickshire (Plate 1), contains perhaps the most
significant collection of late eighteenth century and nineteenth
century furniture accessible to furniture historians in Scotland today.
This collection comprises of a fully documented range of furniture
supplied by the London based firm of Haig and Chippendale. In
addition there is an equally well documented commission undertaken
c.1813, by the Edinburgh based cabinet-makers of William Trotter
and Son. There are only seven other such incidences of fully
documented collections of Chippendale furniture in Britain. These
can be found in the following buildings: Dumfries House (the only
other documented Scottish Chippendale commission) ; Christ
Church; Aske Hall ; Nostell Priory ; Mersham-Le-Hatch ; Harewood
House and Burton Constable.1

Willliam Trotter's firm of cabinet-makers marks the culmination of
a family business which had become established in Edinburgh from
the 1750's.2 William Trotter and Son are generally known for the
extensive domestic commissions they undertook in Edinburgh's New
Town and a number of municipal commissions ; eg at Register House
and Holyrood House. The work which the firm undertook at
Paxton provides a unique oppurtunity to examine one of his,
apparently few, country-house commissions. This thesis will
concentrate mainly on the existing documentary evidence and will
attempt to place the furniture commissions into their Scottish
context. The documents can be found at the Scottish Record Office,
Edinburgh 3, apart from the 1774 account which has been retained
by the Home-Robertson family and the Paxton Trust at Paxton
House,(Plate 3).

The documents include a number of bills, accounts, receipts and
personal correspondence between the cabinet-makers and their
patrons. These provide an informative view of the working
practices of cabinet-makers from this period and illustrate the
methods undertaken to ensure that their clients received the best

service possible.
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Whilst carrying out research for this thesis some additional material
came to light. However this was not information concerned directly
with the furniture at Paxton. Instead it points to a further
commission at the family's main eighteenth century residence,
Wedderburn Castle, and also Patrick Home's London townhouses.
These documents are included in this present analysis and all the
available papers are brought together for the first time in this thesis.
The additional evidence clearly suggests that furniture at
Wedderburn originated in the workshops of Haig and Chippendale.
This ends previous speculation as to its authorship, which had
assumed that furniture from Wedderburn had emanated from the

workshops of Haig and Chippendale, though until now no actual
evidence had confirmed this. Wedderbum Castle can now be cited as

the third Chippendale commission in Scotland with documentation,
and will be examined in more detail in a later chapter.

The information contained in the papers illuminates the extent and
variety of furniture and sundry articles cabinet-makers were

expected to provide for their clients. The Chippendale furniture
which is presently on display at Paxton relates as closely as possible
to the 1774 account and Ninian Home's Letterbook. Naturally, pieces
of the furniture have been transferred, through subsequent
generations, between the family's other houses. No doubt this
occured as and when deemed necessary by their circumstances.

Likewise this type of exchange would have occurred during the
eighteenth century. It now seems very likely that Patrick Home's
London furniture was removed to Scotland following his death in
1808.4 The extent of the present known pieces of Chippendale
furniture remaining with the family and the Paxton Trust confirms
this. At the same time it would be unwise to cite any individual
items of furniture as necessarily 'belonging' to any one individual,
i.e. Patrick or Ninian Home or indeed to specify a particular
building. After all Paxton and Wedderburn are not the only
buildings which would need to be considered, but also Caldra,
Linthill, Branxton, Jardinefield, Milne-Graden, not forgetting the
London and Edinburgh townhouses. Instead this thesis will examine
the contents of both the Chippendale and the Trotter commissions,
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and the relationship between the cabinet-makers and their patrons as
revealed by the documents.

A similar picture has emerged from the evidence relating to William
Trotter's work at Paxton. It would appear that the earlier forms of
the nineteenth century firm, William Trotter, where employed not
only at Paxton, but also at Wedderburn Castle. At the same time
there is additional evidence to suggest that work may have been
carried out by Trotter at a later date for Wedderburn. However this
still remains to be verified with contempary documentary evidence.

The collection of furniture now on public view at Paxton provides a

unique opportunity in Scotland to view two collections of furniture
from different periods, and in their original settings. Paxton was

opened to the public in April 1992, prior to which extensive work
was carried out to refurbish both the interior and exterior of the

house. The house has been returned, as closely as possible, to
resemble its appearance of the late eighteenth, and early nineteenth
century. This was done by copying existing references, of surviving
examples of contempary decorative materials and furnishings.
Where possible the original work has been left undisturbed, in
particular the dining room and the drawing room. The Robert Reid
gallery extension has been returned to its original state, having been
at one time converted into a small chapel and flat. The majority of
pieces from the Trotter commission survive and are now re-instated
in their former positions within the gallery and library. The gallery
itself is once again being used to display artwork and is now an
outstation for the National Galleries of Scotland.

Before examining the contents of the documents, it is essential to
understand the rather complicated and convoluted history of the
Homes of Wedderburn responsible for the inception and consequent
evolution of Paxton House and indeed Wedderburn Castle. Patrick

and Ninian Home are the two Scottish patrons who employed the
leading firm of English cabinet-malkers, Haig and Chippendale to
furnish their homes in London and Scotland. In the nineteenth

century it was their kinsman, George Home, who appointed a
Scottish firm of cabinet-makers to provide the furnishings for the
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new extension at Paxton. All three characters were of a discerning
nature, and obtained a wide ranging variety of services from the
respective firms of cabinet-makers which they employed. It is to
them that this discourse shall now turn and the following chapters
will present a detailed analysis of the aforementioned bills, accounts
and correspondence for both Paxton and Wedderburn.

REFERENCES
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FART ONE : THE HOMES OF WEDDERBURN

The Home family had owned extensive lands and fisheries
throughout the Scottish Borders since c.1413. Their influence had
extended throughout the Parishes of Coldingham, Eyemouth and
Duns, which is where the main family seat of Wedderburn was
situated. The family appear to have always been politically
motivated and actively supported the Jacobite Rebellions of 1715 and
1745.1

Following the 1715 Rebellion, Sir George Home, 3rd Baronet of
Wedderburn, was duly sentenced to death, prior to which he
forfeited all of his estates to the Crown. Fortunately, his lands had
already been mortgaged to his kinsman the Rev. Ninian Home.
Ninian Home was then able to retain the family's lands and through
default he became the legal successor. He was then able to secure the
freedom of Sir George. To ensure that these lands remained in the
family, the Rev. Ninian Home then tried to encourage his son
Alexander to marry the eldest of Sir George's daughters, Margaret.
Nonetheless his match-making proved to be fruitless and Alexander
married the younger daughter, Isobel. Ninian , however was still
determined to ensure that the family's lands and estates remained
within the family and since he was a widower, he married Margaret
Home himself. This second marriage produced a further eleven
children, of whom Patrick Home was the second and eldest surviving
child.

It was Patrick who built the house at Paxton, on the family's estate
known as Billy, prior to which, he had travelled abroad extensively,
spending some time at Feipzig University and also at the Court of
King Frederick of Prussia. Here he allegedly formed a romantic
attachment to Charlotte de Brandt, possibly one of the King's
illegitimate offspring. However, nothing came of this and Patrick
then set off on a Grand Tour, travelling through Venice, Florence
and Rome. It is whilst he was travelling around Europe that his
mother, who had been running the family and estate business since
the death of Rev Ninian Home in 1744, was stabbed by the butler.
Margaret Home subsequently died from her wounds, August 2nd



1751 at Linthill.2 Consequently Patrick was obliged to return home
to take up his responsibilities of running the family's business
interests.

Having been imbued with the arts during his travels abroad it is
hardly surprising that he buildt a house in the then current vogue.
Paxton House is a successful example of Palladian architecture and
has often, though perhaps mistakenly, been attributed to Robert
Adam. It would seem unlikely that Robert Adam played any part in
the design of Paxton , particularly since at the time in question he
was completing his own Grand Tour around Europe with Lord Hope
of Hopetoun.3 It would be more reasonable to attribute the design of
the house to the oldest of the Adam brothers, John Adam, perhaps
helped by his younger brother James. Unfortunately, there does not
exist any sufficiently substantial evidence to enable one to cite any of
the brothers Adam as the architects involved with the design of the
house at Paxton. The plans and elevations relating to the house have,
however, been attributed to the Adam office and can be found at
West Register House.4

One tenuous link suggesting that the Adam brothers were responsible
is the employment of the same mason, James Nisbet of Kelso, who
was also employed for the building improvements carried out at
Wedderburn Castle during the 1770's. These improvements were
drawn up by Robert Adam, for which positive proof exists.5 Nisbet
was the mason employed at Paxton in the 1750s and 60s and there
exists a fairly substantial amount of evidence relating to the building
work at Paxton.6 The earliest record relating to the house is one of
Patrick Home's memorandum books. This relates an agreement
with quarriers at Paxton for supplying stone to build the house, dated
30th October 1757. 7 A reference to the first stone laid is found in

George Home's account book for 1815-1816.

"The Stable Pavilion at Paxton the first thing built there
was founded the Monday before 30th June 1758"8
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The composition of the house is a highly sophisticated example of
Palladianism. Paxton provides a clear example of this tradition
applied to domestic architecture. Its plan consists of a central
porticoed villa linked by quadrant corridors to rectangular, flanking
wings. The insistent 'villa' quality of the central block at Paxton
provides the house with its most striking feature. In particular, the
Portico forms the central elememt of the composition with the
dramatic tetra-style columns supporting the pediment.(Plate 1) The
predominance of this central block is carefully established by the
whole design of Classical Architectural Theory and the "Hierarchy
of Elements". Paxton would appear to be one of the earlier instances
of the "villa" type of planning applied to a house in Scotland.
Perhaps this is a reflection of Patrick Home's travelling through
Europe, where he would have been undoubtedly influenced by his
immediate surroundings. Not surprisingly, the books in his library
included an English and Italian edition of Palladio and a folio of
Vignola.

The quadrants, wings and outbuildings are typical of William
Adam's work and may be parallelled with his designs in "Vitruvius
Scotticus". There was a tendency amongst the Adam brothers to
utilize a wide flight of stairs as advocated by Isaac Ware in his
"Body of Architecture". The tetra-style portico and extended
entablature create at Paxton a work which is of a "higher kind",
since the introduction of an order, in this case Doric, "is a great
addition of dignity" while "continuing the entablature strait and
entire has a look of strength". Initially there may have been
hesitation in choosing between the Doric and the Ionic, although the
former was urged by Ware since, "its use is in no instance so proper
or so happy as in the manner of porticos in the real office of
supporting some considerable part of this fabrick".9 The triglyph
frieze of the portico at Paxton is also a feature suggesting the Adams,
since it extends much deeper into the body of the architrave than is
normal for this order.

The correspondence between James Nisbet and Patrick Home
continued through 1758 until 1763. There is an account for work
completed at Paxton, dated between April 23rd 1758-November 15th



1765, and the work was measured by David Mather in May 17671(1.
As work proceeded on the house it would appear to have been
periodically 'measured' by Mather. "Measures of the Brochied
Mason Work" 1766, then 1767 "The Survey & Mensuration of the
Masonwork of Paxton House & other Buildings belonging to Patrick
Home Esq" Finally, 25th March 1768, there is a letter from
Alexander Turnbull noting that he has recieved payment for a bill of
maintenance at Paxton.11 However, in the meantime Patrick Home
inherited the estate and house at Wedderburn in 1766 and his
attention now moved from the Paxton estate to Wedderburn. Thus

Patrick Home never actually inhabited the house he had built at
Paxton, indeed he left it in an unfinished state with neither furniture
nor decoration.

The first recorded instance of the house being occupied occurs in a
Household Accounts book dated, 1773-1776.12 The first recorded
instance of any interior fitting being provided for the house arises in
an account for a marble chimneypiece, dated 14th June 1768; price
£30.13 This occurs in a balance sheet of accounts between Patrick

Home and his cousin/nephew Ninian Home (the son of Alexander and
Isobel Home). Patrick Home eventually sold Paxton to Ninian,
therefore this indicates that these negotiations began as early as 1768,
although the sale was not completed until the Whitsun of 1773.14
Patrick almost sold Paxton House to a Mr Johnson during the early
1770's for £18,000, but the problem caused by part of the property
being entailed finally dissuaded him.15

Ninian Home purchased the house for £10,500.16 In the "Home of
Wedderburn" muniments held in the Scottish Record Office, there is
a draft deed of resignation of the estate in a letter between Patrick
Home and George Home, the brother of Ninian Home who was a

lawyer in Edinburgh, dated January 21st 1773. This also discusses
how the money was to be raised for the purchasing price of
Paxton.17 At the same time there are the accounts concerned with the

transactions between Patrick and Ninian Home.18 However, Paxton
was once again left empty. Ninian Home spent most of his time
living in the West Indies, on his Waltham plantation. In addition his
political aspirations tended to keep him overseas and indeed he



eventually attained the position of Lieutenant-Governor of Grenada
in 1792.

Nonetheless, he did concern himself with the furnishing and
decoration of the house at Paxton . This can be dated c. 1774 from

the surving bill from Haig and Chippendale, which was at one time
displayed in the library at Paxton (Plate 3) and is concerned with the
furnishing of the bedrooms. Despite considering the sale of Paxton
at one point, mentioned in a letter to his friend Mungo
Campbell,30th August 178719; and despite the complaints from
Patrick and George concerning his "extravagant upkeep" of the
house, Ninian Home began the second phase of furnishing the house
c. 1789.

It is from Ninian's Letterbooks20 that the information concerning the
latter Haig and Chippendale commission has come to light. In these
there are copious references to the purchase of furniture from
Messrs Haig & Chippendale and they include the colour schemes for
the dining room and drawing room. 1789-1791 constitutes the main
period of activity in this second phase. The initial commission, dated
1774, consisted of 106 pieces and included a diverse selection of
items which will be discussed in the following chapter. Ninian
appears to have undertaken the furnishing of the house in a very
methodical manner, taking on one room at a time, and he was

certainly in no hurry to get the house finished.

Unfortunately, in 1795 Ninian Home was murdered during a slave
rebellion at his Waltham estate in Grenada, and Paxton was inherited
by George Home. In order to be able to maintain Paxton, George
Home re-mortgaged the Waltham and Paraclete estates in the West
Indies. However, like his predecessors he neither immediately
inhabited Paxton nor did he have any immediate plans for further
developments at Paxton. Instead he remained in Edinburgh where he
was the Principal Clerk in the Court of Session.

In 1811, George Home finally retired at the age of 78, relinquishing
his post to his close friend Sir Walter Scott. He now had time to take
an active interest in Paxton. Firstly he removed all of the books and



pictures from Wedderburn, which Patrick had collected on his
travels abroad during the 1770s. He then commissioned Robert
Reid, Master of the King's Works for Scotland, to design a gallery
and library to house these artefacts. Robert Reid was also
responsible for the completion and extension of Robert Adam's
Register House in Edinburgh. The building work ran from 1811-
1814 and at the Scottish Record Office there are a number of

documents relating to the designs and the building of the gallery and
library.2! The extension was the first and only architectural addition
of any significance to Paxton.22 While the house had belonged to
Ninian Home, the only building work to have been carried out had
been the construction of the three arched bridge, perhaps part of a
scheme for picturesque improvement in the grounds.23

In 1813, George Home, with the assistance of his ward Agnes
(Nancy) Stephens, began furnishing the extension at Paxton. George
Home employed the Edinburgh firm of cabinet-makers William
Trotter and Son ; a firm which often produced furniture for
buildings completed by Robert Reid, e.g.Register House. William
Trotter's firm was unrivalled by any other cabinet-makers in
Scotland, clearly illustrated by the impressive location of his
wareroom and workshops. These were strategically located on
Princes Street and the North Bridge (on the site of the North British
Hotel, now known as the Balmoral), and were therefore easily
accessible from both the New Town and the older parts of
Edinburgh, where traditionally cabinet-makers had been found.
Trotter and Son had established a virtual monopoly over the
furniture trade in Edinburgh, particularly in the New Town. In
addition they were responsible for a number of municipal
commissions. These included refitting the apartments at Holyrood
House, where the French aristocracy fleeing from the French
revolution were provided with a safe haven. Trotter was also
involved in fitting out a number of libraries, assembly rooms and
legal firms. Furthermore, when George IV visited Edinburgh in
1822, Trotter provided all the necessary banqueting furniture at
Holyrood and the street decorations.24
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Paxton House constitutes an excellent example of one of Trotter's
country house commissions. The library and gallery are elegantly
furnished with Greek style rosewood furniture. In his work at
Paxton it is possible to see that Trotter's work is neither insular nor

parochially Scottish, but rather a combination of styles and
influences. The Trotter collection of furniture is fully documented
from a variety of sources; these include personal correspondence
between William Trotter and George Home and a number of bills,
accounts and receipts (Appendix II). The letters demonstrate that the
two men were obviously great friends and not merely business
acquaintances, indeed it would appear that William Trotter and his
wife were often guests at Paxton. George even recieved a chandilier
from William Trotter as a token of his esteem.25

George Home's patronage of a Scottish firm provides an enlightening
insight into the development of the furniture trade in Scotland, and
specifically Edinburgh. Unlike his kinsmen he had chosen to live in
Scotland where he was a prominent lawyer. It would be more likely
for him to choose Scottish cabinet-makers, as opposed to their
prestigious English counterparts. Hence his choice of the firm
William Hamilton and Son for Wedderburn; no doubt he had been
left to oversee not only the building work but also the furnishing
while Patrick was in Europe. George would have been based in
Edinburgh, so an Edinburgh based firm was the obvious choice.
Indeed his choice of cabinet-makers for Paxton and Wedderburn

outline the general history of Scotland's most prominent nineteenth
century firm of cabinet-makers, William Trotter and Son.

It has been generally assumed that the furniture from the various
family homes was exchanged between the two houses through the
various generations. When Patrick acquired Wedderburn he
employed Robert Adam to draw up plans to carry out alterations to
the existing building. The building work mainly appears to have been
completed around the autumn of 1773. George Home oversaw the
actual work whilst Patrick travelled abroad. Patrick had married
Jane Graham of Dougaldstone in 1771 and they spent their
honeymoon travelling around Europe. Unfortunately their marriage
was not a success, recent research indicates that Patrick's wife may



have actually suffered from schizophrenia.26 Hence they did not
return to inhabit Wedderburn and Patrick, being an avid collector
of art works, continued to spend a great deal of time in Europe.
In 1775 the decoration and furnishing of Wedderbum Castle (Plate
2) commenced. Initially bedroom furniture appeared to be
purchased by George Home from William Hamilton and Son,27 a
forerunner of William Trotter and Son.

There is now additional evidence contained in a letter addressed to

Patrick Home that suggests later work was carried out by
Chippendale and Haig in 1779 at Wedderbum.28 At the same time,
there is the recent discovery of two further accounts addressed to
Patrick Home, concerned with his London townhouses. He became
M.P. for Berwickshire in 1784 and rented a number of houses in

London, one of which was situated in St. Martin's Lane. Co-
incidently the locations for Haig and Chippendale's workshops were
at nos 60,61 and 62, St. Martin's Lane. Indeed these accounts were

concerned with the removal of Patrick's belongings from St.
Martin's Lane to Gower Street.29 Thus there is no doubt that the
Homes were satisfied with the services they received from both Haig
and Chippendale and William Trotter and Son, indicated by the
successive years of patronage they bestowed upon both firms.
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PART TWO : HATG & CHIPPENDALE

(i) Paxton : 1774 Account

Previous articles concerned with the Chippendale collection at
Paxton House have referred to a number of aspects of the house and
its interior. Christopher Hussey provides a general account of the
building and points out that the decoration of the hall and,

The overmantel work, reminds one

of Chippendale's earlier work " 1

However at this time, 1925, the Chippendale bill had been lost, and it
seemed that Paxton was likely to become one of the many apochrypal
houses whose furniture was to remain ' attributed ' to Chippendale.
Fortunately a bill did come to light, but the missing bill which
Christopher Hussey alludes to was apparently concerned with the
provision of furniture for both the dining room and the drawing
room, whereas the only available bill for Paxton is concerned with
the principal bedchamber. There are however the letters in Ninian
Home's copy letter book, written to Haig and Chippendale,
concerning work carried out for the dining room c. 17762. These
are directly involved with the decoration and furnishing of the
drawing room c.1789. Hence, if indeed there does exist a bill from
Haig and Chippendale containing the pieces of furniture for these
rooms, it is yet to be discovered.

There would then appear to have been little interest in Paxton, apart
from the inclusion of several pieces in the 1950 Edinburgh Festival,
Pictures and Furnishings from Scotland's Famous Houses 3, This
included six pieces from the 1774 account, which was itself shown
alongside the furniture. Thus the 1774 account must have emerged
at some point during the preceding twenty-five years; exactly when
is not known.

An article published in The Apollo in 1963 by Anthony Coleridge
entitled, "Chippendale, Interior Decorator and House Furnisher"4,
examines the 1774 bill and the furniture remaining in situ at Paxton.
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This article makes a reference to Robert Adam having been
consulted and or involved with some of the work carried out at

Paxton. The two had both worked, though independently, at the
same location on previous occasions,e.g Dumfries House5.
Unfortunately no factual evidence has emerged to support the
supposition that Robert Adam was employed at Paxton, although the
content of the plaster work, particularly in the drawing room, is
certainly in the manner of Robert Adam and contains a number of
his Neo-Classical motifs. The decoration of the drawing room was
carried out, according to the available correspondence, in the period
1789 -1791. This is the point in Robert Adam's lifetime when he
returned to Scotland. Following the failure of the Adelphi project he
became involved in building work in Edinburgh at Register House,
1772 - 1792; Edinburgh University,1789 - 1792 and Charlotte
Square in 1791. Interestingly, Robert Adam had already been
involved with architectural work at Patrick Home's house,
Wedderburn Castle 1771 - 1777.6 Coleridge's article makes
apparent the variety of services provideed by the firm Haig and
Chippendale and is a theme which this thesis will also develop using
the additional evidence, which has only recently come to light.

In 1968 in an exhibition held at Temple Newsam, Leeds, several
pieces of the Paxton furniture were shown, however it was not until
1972 that evidence emerged to confirm that Haig and Chippendale
carried out a great deal more work at Paxton than was initially
suggested by the 1774 account7. The article by Christopher Gilbert,
Chippendale Senior and Junior at Paxton 1774 - 1791, includes not
only examples of furniture taken from the 1774 account but reveals
the existence of a number of letters from Ninian Home to Haig and
Chippendale.^ In addition, this correspondence clearly illustrates the
method Ninian Home was adopting to furnish Paxton. It once again
points to the versatility and extent of the services provided for
individual clients by Haig and Chippendale.

Unfortunately a number of pieces have been sold. There have been
two sales : June 25th 1970 and December 9th 1971.9 Thus the

present collection at Paxton does not contain a number of pieces
which were discussed in the above articles. As many as possible have
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been reproduced in this thesis (Plates 4-10) to present as complete a

picture as possible. Even without these pieces there still remains at
Paxton a considerable amount of furniture of both 'identified' and

'unidentified' pieces. These can now, perhaps, be accounted for by
the discovery of additional accounts and a letter which have come to
light during the research for this thesis. These documents do not
concern furniture commissioned by Ninian Home for Paxton, but
commissions undertaken for his uncle/cousin Patrick Home of Billy
(and Wedderburn). Patrick Home was the builder of Paxton, but
inherited Wedderburn in 1766. Upon his acquisition of the old
family seat, he decided to improve the old tower house. Hence he
modernised the building and furnished it.

It is from a rather tattered letter that the information has been

gleaned that Haig and Chippendale certainly had some involvement
with the work carried out at Wedderburn in 1779.10 In addition to

this letter two previously unknown accounts have also come to light.
One makes a fleeting reference to 'Wedderburne' and continues with,
'Town'.11 However, both are essentially concerned with the removal
and installation of Patrick Home's belongings to and from his
London townhouses. The first concerns his address in St. Martin's

Lane and the second concerns his subsequent move to an address in
Gower Street. It would appear likely that it was necessary for
Patrick Home to rent a house in London once he became M.P. for

Berwickshire in 1784.12

By using the earlier accounts at Paxton, the reference to Wedderburn
and the London townhouses a clear picture of Haig and
Chippendale's working practice emerges. They also demonstrate the
difficulties involved in such long distance commissions and how and
if , they were overcome.

There have been a number of suggestions put forward examining the
reasons for Ninian Home's choice of a London firm of cabinet¬

makers. These range from a rather vague observation concerning
the possibility that Chippendale spent some time on the island of
Madeira13 and that Ninian either came across some examples of his
work there, or indeed met personally.14 Another possibility may lay
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with the Adam brothers and their previous apparent associations with
the building of Paxton. The personal recommendations of satisfied
patrons and architects were becoming increasingly important as a
means for securing commissions in the latter part of the eighteenth
century, as Chippendale's reputation grew. More importantly there
is a direct Scottish link through Chippendale's first partner, James
Rannie, who was related to the Leith wine merchants, Bell and
Rannie.

In addition, the publication of The Gentlemen's & Cabinet-Makers
Director. 1754, was preceded by advertisements on the 5th April
1753 in the Edinburgh newspaper the Caledonian Mercury. This
invited subscriptions for the forthcoming publication!5 and was

ultimately successful since many Scots patrons are noted in the first
edition of the Director.16 This publication coincided with the
formation of a partnership between Chippendale and Rannie. They
signed the joint lease for the warerooms in St. Martin's Lane in the
August of the same year. Rannie provided a large proportion of the
initial finance for the firm and for the publication of the Director. It
is interesting to note that in Ninian Home's copy letter-book dated
May 1787- October 1792, that directly following a letter addressed
to Haig and Chippendale there is one addressed to Bell and Rannie
dated 13th July 1789 and a later one dated 16th September 1791.17
Perhaps through their patronage of this wine merchants, the name of
a London cabinet-maker was made known to the Homes. This

Scottish connection is further amplified when, following the death of
James Rannie, his accountant Thomas Haig, another Scotsman, is
taken into partnership.18

There is another reference which came to light during the research
for this thesis which connects Ninian Home with a Rev. William

Affleck of Cavendish Square. Ninian borrowed £8,000 from this
gentleman in order to purchase Paxton from his uncle/cousin,
Patrick.19 In the list of subscribers to the Director there are three

Afflecks noted; Affleck being a Scottish name it would seem possible
that there may be some link between these and the Rev. Affleck.20
Possibly through the Affleck family, Chippendale's abilities had been
noticed and recommended to Ninian Home. However, Chippendale
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senior died in 1779, leaving his son with Haig as senior partner. It is
this partnership which is involved with the later Home commissions
both at Paxton and Wedderbum.

There were a number of other possible influences at work.
During the eighteenth century the Scottish nation had faced an

unprecedented change in her social, economic and political
structure.21 The obvious catalyst of these changes evolved out of
the Union with the English Parliament in 1707. Public opinion in
Scotland was not in fact eager for the Union, as the numerous

protests addressed to Parliament from different parts of the
country made clear. However, Scotland was to keep her Church
and her legal system but lost her Parliament. Instead, Scotland
would send 45 members to the House of Commons and 16
Scottish peers, elected from among themselves went to the House
of Lords. Thus Scottish M.P.s were heading south and these two
diverse cultures were increasingly overlapping and inevitably the
Scots were greatly influenced by their English cousins' creature
comforts. Naturally the Scots wanted to prove that they were

equally capable of obtaining similar living standards. Lowland
landowners were particularly vulnerable to these changes, being
on the Border they had previously demonstrated their nationalism
by supporting the Jacobite rebellions of 1715 and 1745. All of
these issues are reflected in the history of the Home family and
the building of Paxton House.

The opening of the eighteenth century was a time of bitter economic
hardship for Scotland. Whether the eventual improvement in the
economic state of Scotland in the eighteenth century was the direct
result of the Union is still debatable. Nonetheless, the Home family
provides a clear illustration of the consequences of such changes on
the lives of the Scottish Lowland Gentry in the eighteenth century.
Ninian Home's patronage of Haig and Chippendale to furnish his
newly acquired country house is a fair indication of the ways in
which Scotland was being influenced by her English neighbours.

The eighteenth century provided the Scottish gentry the
opportunity to enjoy the material standards which had previously
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been the privilege of their peers and the greater landowners.
Scottish lairds were able to enjoy a greater choice of well
designed furniture, based on the designs of London cabinet -

makers. Chippendale's Director is the first of such publications
of a pattern book containing designs for furniture. As has
already been pointed out there were a number of Scottish
subscribers noted in the first edition of 1754. There were two

further editions produced in 1755 and 1762 and these publications
revolutionised the working methods of the furniture trade in
Britain. It was a pattern book in which the author compiled an
exhaustive variety of furniture designs, depicting them in 161
engraved plates. The idea was that the country gentleman would
visit Chippendale's warerooms in St.Martin's Lane when he came

'up' to London, or 'down' as in the case of his Northern patrons.
He would then use the illustrations in the Director as the basis for

ordering furniture for his particular needs.

Dumfries House provides the finest example of Chippendale's designs
executed during this "Director" phase of his career,c.l750's. The
Paxton commission represents the development of his work, and the
firm's ability to produce different styles to suit the various tastes
and needs of his patrons. The furniture commissioned by the Earl of
Dumfries was arrived at following a series of visits to Chippendale's
warerooms in the winter of 1758-1759.22 During this period in
Scotland there was a pattern whereby an individual would purchase a
number of modern pieces of furniture from London and then
employ an Edinburgh cabinet-maker to copy them. This, in effect, is
what occurred at Dumfries.

"I would have only one patteron elbow chair, and the
two settees made in London, and the others I should
chose to get made in Edinburgh" 26th July 1758 23

However in this particular instance, the Earl of Dumfries eventually
acquired the whole suite of two settees and fourteen armchairs from
Chippendale. These pieces would have been likely to have been taken
from the stock of ready made furniture at the firm's warerooms.

Although a great deal of the furniture was purchased from
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Chippendale, the Earl of Dumfries also employed the Edinburgh
cabinet-maker Alexander Peter and his one time apprentice William
Mathie, carver. Peter provided cheaper and somewhat plainer
furniture compared to Chippendales'. Nonetheless, there is a
sideboard executed by Peter, which, if it were not for the existing
bills providing the necessary evidence, could easily be mistaken as

Chippendale since it is a direct transcript from a Chippendale
design.25 Oddly enough there appears in the Christie's Catalogue of
furniture from Paxton a table (Plate 41).

'A George II mahogany gateleg table, with rectangular
top and a flap behind, the frieze fitted with a drawer,
on club legs with lappetted knees and pad feet'26

This bears a remarkable resemblance to one which is illustrated in

The Edinburgh Dictionary of Cabinet-Makers made for Dumfries
House by Peter in 1758.27

William Mathie, also of Edinburgh, supplied the pier glasses for
Dumfries and repaired Chippendales girandoles which arrived
damaged from London. The employment of these two Scotsmen
clearly indicates that at this time in Scotland there already existed an
established tradition of cabinet-makers. The collection of

Chippendale at Paxton gives furniture historians an opportunity to
examine a later period of Chippendale's (Neo-Classical) work in
Scotland, as opposed to the more Rococo, flamboyant commission at
Dumfries House. Furthermore the documents concerning Paxton,
Wedderburn and the London townhouses demonstrate that Haig and
Chippendale did not only provide furniture, but were involved in the
provision of soft furnishings; wallpapers; carpets; china and
glassware; and the actual process of moving.28

The Home family were major landowners in the Scottish Borders,but
had suffered the consequences of taking part in the Jacobite
Rebellions. Nonetheless both Patrick and Ninian were both well

educated and widely travelled and as such would have been receptive
to the developments occuring between Scotland and England
concerning most topics be they social or political. Patrick Home had
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spent a great deal of time travelling abroad.29 He had been educated
at Leipzig University and from there undertaken a 'Grand Tour'
much in the manner of his fellow Scots, Robert Adam and Lord
Hope of Hopetoun. Upon his return to Britain he became M.P. for
Berwickshire 1784-1796, and took up lodgings in St. Martin's Lane.
It is unlikely that he was residing there when Ninian was

commissioning Chippendale for furniture for the bedchamber and
dining room at Paxton,1774-1776. At this point he was still in
Europe with his new wife on an extended 'honeymoon' and was

having the alterations carried out at Wedderburn under the
supervision of George Home.

Ninian Home would have been fairly pre-occupied with the running
of his plantations of Waltham and Paraclete in the West Indies, even
when in Scotland.30 This would have involved a great deal of
travelling, possibly through London where he would have been able
to keep in touch with the latest trends in furniture. Chippendale was
at the height of his popularity, hence his name would not have been
unknown to Ninian. Thus it was perfectly natural and in keeping
with the current vogue to engage the most prestigious firm of
English cabinet-makers to furnish the Scottish country house of a
future Governor of Grenada.

It must be pointed out that there did exist a Scottish firm equally
capable of supplying well made furniture with equally extensive
ancillary services. This was the firm of Young and Trotter, who had
earlier supplied the upholstery for Dumfries House and will be
examined in greater depth in a following chapter. Another equally
capable cabinet-maker would have been Francis Brodie of Brodie's
Close off the Lawnmarket.

The Chippendale furniture at Paxton consists in the main of
mahogany pieces, constructed in a sturdy, very plain style.
Compared to Dumfries, the Paxton furniture is very simple and
utilitarian. However before examining the pieces which still remain
at Paxton, it is essential to point out the pieces from the 1774 account
which are no longer to be found at Paxton.
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These were sold, along with some pieces of the Trotter furniture at
the aforementioned Christies sales held in 1970 and 1971. The main

pieces which were sold include, a mahogany drawing table (Lot 55)
which would appear to conform to the 1774 description of

"to a mahogany writeing Table with 2 Flaps the middle
part covered with Cloath and made to rise & drawers
for papers, pens,Ink, sand &c
on Castors £3 .8 ."31

The following lot (lot 56), bears a similar description, though
slightly smaller, but has no reference in the 1774 account. These also
bear a resemblance to Plate XLVX, in the 1754 edition of the
Director. (Plate 10) Lot 58

"is an oval Giltwood Wall Glass, the frame with beaded
inner border and carved with two rows of lily leaves
divided by a row of husks with a cresting and base of
acanthus foliage scrolls, terminating in roundels"32

This is invoiced in the 1774 account as,

"A very large Wall Glass in a carved Gilt Frame with
Ornaments £16.16.- ."33
(Plate 6)

The noted inlaid Games Box was also sold,

"a fine Ivory & Ebony backgammon Table with Ivory
Men, Boxes & Dice Compleat £4 .16.- ."34
(Plate 11)

However it would seem unlikely that Chippendale actually had this
piece made by his own journeymen and as the catalogue states, it was

probably 'supplied' by the firm.35 The final piece of Chippendale
furniture sold at the sale was the,
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"large mahogany Chiffonier Table off a very fine wood
with a drawer with Ink and Sand Bottles and a Slider
covered with Cloath £3 .8 ."36
(Plate8)

The upper part of this had a moulded cornice and enclosed twenty-
four pigeon holes of mahogany arranged in three rows, above four
drawers arranged in pairs. The lower part had a panelled secretaire
drawer enclosing pigeon holes and drawers and with the baize lined
writing surface, above a pair of panelled doors matching the upper

part ; enclosing three sliding trays, on shaped bracket feet. A similar
secretaire can, at present, be found in the Morning Room at Paxton,
one is also mentioned in the inventory for Patrick Home's house in
St. Martin's Lane in London.37(Plate 12)

The following sale in 1971 included a mahogany secretaire table of
unusual design, 'attributed' to Chippendale , Haig and Co. It was
fitted with a single deep secretaire drawer with baize-lined fall-front.
It enclosed seven shallow drawers and pigeon holes, on fluted square

tapering legs with block feet.(Plate 8) Although this was only
attributed to Chippendale it seems to portray many obvious features,
in particular the tapering legs and feet. Indeed there is a virtually
identical example at Paxton , again in the Morning Room.(Plate 13)

Lot 116 was also attributed to Chippendale and was a mahogany
kneehole desk. It had a long secretaire drawer with divided interior,
three drawers in each side flanking a recessed kneehole cupboard
enclosing a shelf on bracket feet, carved with Greek key
motifs.(Plate 9) This is believed to have been,

"A neat mahogany buroe table with division in the upper

drawer, a slider covered with green cloath...£6 .12,- ." 38

The Greek key motifs on the bracket feet would appear to be the
same as those on the secretaire presently situated in the Morning
Room. This links the pieces further, reinforcing the argument for
them having been produced in the same workshop for the same
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patron. In addition, this 'buroe table' bears a striking resemblance to
Plate XLI of the Director, 1754. (Plate 14)

Two items which no longer seem to have remained at Paxton are the

"2 small Open mahogany Bookshelves....
£1 .10,- ."39(Plate 15)

These were supplied in 1774 and resemble Plate CXII from the 1754
Director.(Plate 16) The main difference being that the Paxton
shelves do not have the two drawers at the bottom.

According to the available documents, 1774 is the first recorded date
of work being undertaken by Chippendale at Paxton. The account
concentrates on furnishing what, is probably, the principal
bedchamber and includes,

"A very larg four Post Bedstead with mahogany feet
posts £11.5 .- .40

An imposing, heavily hung four - poster was always seen as a

prized possession. During the eighteenth century the main
bedchamber became a very different place from the old state
bedchamber. Improvements in the heating of many houses meant
that bed hangings did not need to be so voluminous and heavy, in
many instances these trimmings became more decorative and less
functional. The bedding was one element which remained
virtually unchanged. Beds were unsprung and although they slept
on mattresses filled with flock or down, these quickly became
lumpy and constantly needed to be shaken.

The bedding as seen from this account was fairly elaborate. It
was actually built up in layers, the number of layers indicating
the level of comfort and also prosperity of the bed's occupant !
The bottom layer was formed with bed lines/strong cords attached
to the bedstead. This produced a lattice work to support the rest
of the bedding. On this were laid a bed mat - generally a rush or
straw mat - then a straw palliasse, followed by two or three hair
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or wool mattresses, and finally one or more feather mattresses
for a final touch of luxury.

1774 June 7th

A large Cranky Hair Mattrass
A fine White flock Mattrass..

4 . 15 . - .

.3 . - . - ."41

At the moment there are four , four -poster beds in situ at Paxton,
two of which have been cited as being from Chippendale. These can
be found in the Master Bedroom (Plate 17) and the West Bedroom.
However the bedposts are very similar to those illustrated in
Hepplewhites publication The Cabinet-Maker & Upholsterer's
Guide.1794. There are also a number of similar bedposts at Paxton
which are not on public display. The issue is further obscured by the
possibility of them having been brought over from Wedderburn
Castle. The cabinet-maker who might then be responsible for their
construction would be William Hamilton. There is a bill dated July
15th 1777, addressed to Patrick Home; the first entry of which reads,

"To a large Bedstead, with fluted Mahogany posts, lath
bottom & compleat £4 .4 .- ."42

The 1774 account continues with some different types of bed, these
included a,

"deal press Bedstead painted white with 2 drawers, lock

These were designed to turn up and fit into a cupboard with double
doors; one which has survived was made for David Garrick's villa at

Hampton. Often these beds were converted into wardrobes during
the nineteenth century and unfortunately the one made for Paxton
has disappeared. Other types of bed included in the Paxton account
were,

"A neat light field Bedstead with Tickin sides to fix on
Brass buttons & castors £2 .8 .- ."

& key under Do £4 .18,- ."43
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"A field Bedstead with Streight Tester, Sacking Bottom
and Castors £1 .11.-
A Blue and white Check thro' over furniture to Do

£2 .6 .- ,"44

There are designs for these in the 1762 edition of the Director, Plate
XLIX and at the beginning an explanation of thier construction is set
out.45

None of the original materials used for draperies have survived at
Paxton, wherein Ninian Home had approved of,

"Extra superfine Chints
Compleat covering the cornices &c"46

Indeed the only cornice which is believed to be the work of
Chippendale, is to be found in the Portico Bedroom at Paxton.(Plate
18) There are, however, a number of similar examples in storage in
various conditions of repair which cannot, as yet be positively
identified as Chippendale. The bedding itself illuminates the extent
of the services Chippendale was able to offer, this included feathers
and the St. Martin's Lane premises had two feather rooms. Ninian
Home received,

"A fine Bordered Bed, Tick Bolster waxd and filld with
the finest Hudson Bay feathers £14.10.-"47

Eiderdown imported from Hudson Bay was generally considered to
be the best quality of feathers, Chippendale also took heed of advice
from authorities on hygiene.48 Indeed in Patrick Home's account for
Gower Street there is an entry pertaining to such services,

"Paid for washing &c your four post cotton Bed furniture
lin'd £- .15,- .

Do 3 Do window curtains Do £- .12.- .

Do a Do easy Chair & Cushion bases Do £- .2 .6 .

Do a large size Counterpane £- .2 .6 .

Time before washind,(repairing) & making up afterwards
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Thread Tape &c £6 .6 ."49

Such cleaning was normally undertaken at the clients own house. In
this case Patrick was in the middle of moving between St. Martin's
Lane and Gower Street, so it is difficult to know exactly which house
this would have taken place in, though it was undoubtedly an

opportune moment for a thorough 'spring' clean.

The 1774 account contains a number of references to the provision
of wallpapers. These were printed to match the furnishing fabrics at
Pax ton,

"13 pieces of fine Blue Stripe paper @ 6/- and 1 piece
of Border for a Blue bedchamber £4 .4 .

16 pieces plain green stripe paper & 1 piece Border
@ 6/- £5 .2 .- ."

"To 16 pieces of fine Chints paper for the Bedchamber
& Closet the pattern made on purpose to match the
cotton 8/- £6 .8 .- .

16 Dozens of Border to ditto £- .12.- ."5()

Immediately following the latter is the entry for the notable 'star-
back' chairs, which have recently been re-upholstered and placed in
the Master Bedroom, where ther upholstery does ,indeed, match the
wallpaper and bed draperies.(Plates 17 & 19) The designs which
have been used to re-decorate and re-upholster the furniture were

specially commissioned from fragments held in the V & A Museum,
London and were originally from Uppark House. There are six
chairs,

"neatly japand Green & white the seats stuffd in Linen
£7 .16.-

2 set of superfine Chints Cotton cases to match lin'd
Compleat £7 .4 .- .

2 ditto Ann'd Chairs finished in the same manner

£3 .6 .- .

2 setts Superfine Chints Cotton cases to be lin'd &c
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£2 .8 .

To an easy Chair to match & Stufd in Linnen with
a fine down Cushion and Castors £3 .12. - .

2 setts Superfine Chints cotton cases lind compleat
£7 .10. - .51

(Plates 22 & 23)

At one point the '2 Armd Chairs' seem to have disappeared, but now
make a welcome return, one repaired and one copy(Plates 19 & 20).
The easy chair, although still at Paxton is not on public display.(Plate
21) This is mainly due to its dilapidated appearance. It is felt that it
would destroy the historical value of this piece if it was re-

upholstered, since such action would result in the removal of the
remaining original materials for replacement with their modern
equivalent. Instead it retains its value by presenting an insight into
the construction of such a rare piece. The only other known similar
easy chair is at Nostell Priory.(Plate 24) The extra cases supplied by
Chippendale would have been made from the same decorative
printed cotton, lined with calico, and would function as the main
covering for jappaned chairs stuffed in plain linen, the spare sets
being necessary to facilitate the cleaning of the duplicate set and vice
versa.

These chairs are followed by 'a mahogany Commode chest of
Drawers', this cost £6 .16.- .52 The 'commode' was a popular
piece of furniture which was relatively new to Britain. Its
development originally evolved in France at the beginning of the
eighteenth century and has been attributed to Andres Charles
Boulle and Charles Cressent and was inspired by the style of the
Greek sarcophagi. They thus created the classic rococo
commode of 'bombe' (swollen) shape. Such commodes would
usually be found beneath large mirrors on the piers between
windows and were distinguished from ordinary chests of drawers
by their curving outline. While this shape remained popular, they
were also produced in other forms more akin to side cabinets.
Chippendale illustrates a number of ' French commode tables ' in
his Director of 1754, and one is also included in the 1759 account
for Dumfries House,
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" A French commode inlaid with tortoiseshell and

brass " 53

However, it is unlikely that this piece of furniture did actually
originate from the Chippendale workshops, but was probably
imported from France ready made. The Paxton 'Commode chest of
Drawers' may possibly be the mahogany serpentine tall chest which
can be found in the Portico Bedroom at Paxton. Still to be found at

Paxton both on public display and in storage are a number of
mahogany clothes presses. There is one described in the 1774
account as,

"A large mahogany Cloathes press with folding doors
fine wood, sliding shelves lind with Marble paper &
Bays aprons & 3 drawers in height under..£l 2.12,- ,54

This corresponds with the Clothes Press now situated in the master
Bedroom (Plate 25), there is also a clothes press with two drawers
under, to be seen in the Alcove Bedroom.(Plate 26) There are a

number of other similar presses, most of which still retain their
original marbled paper, lining the inner drawers (Plate 27).
Eighteenth century presses differed from those of the seventeenth
century in their internal arrangements, the earlier ones generally
having turned pegs for hanging clothes, the later examples being
fitted with sliding shelves. Thus by the mid-eighteenth century
Chippendale was producing designs for a,'commode clothes press'.55
As can be seen from the Paxton examples, these were made from
mahogany and set on low cabriole feet. Inside the upper half of the
cupboard are low sliding shelves, enabling the folding of clothes so
that they could be stored flat as opposed to hanging from pegs. In
some instances these sliding drawers would have been made from
cedarwood to repel moths, rather than the marbled paper which was

preferred at Paxton. The lower half of the press was like a
conventional chest of drawers. The pieces at Paxton illustrate the
simple and functional approach which derive their artistry from
their good proportions and overall quality of craftsmanship, rather
than from excessive ornamentation. It should be noted that the

clothes press in the Master Bedroom, the Chiffonier sold at Christies
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and the mahogany chest in the Alcove Bedroom all appear to be
decorated with roundels at the segmental corners of their panelled
doors, indicating that this furniture is not only linked through
documentary evidence but on clear stylistic grounds aswell.

There is a variety of tables in the 1774 Paxton account,

"To a mahogany writeing Table with 2 Flaps the
middlepart coverd with Cloath and made to rise
& drawers for paper, pens, ink, sand &c on
castors 3.8.-."

"A large size Shaveing Table with drawers for
Razors &c a Bottle & Bason Compleat 7.7.-."

"A mahogany dressing Table with folding Top,
Boxes, bottles, a Glass &c Compleat 5.18.-."

"A large mahogany Shiffonier Table off very fine
wood with a drawer with Ink & Sand Bottles

and a Slider caoered with Cloath 3.8.-."

"A mahogany Night Table & Stool with Slideing
doors & stone pan 2 .12. 6 .

To a mahogany Night Table with Slideing doors. 1.3.-.
2 large mahogany fly Tables 1 . 2 . - .

A neat mahogany Buroe Table with divisions in
the upper drawer & a slider covered with Green

Cloath 6 .12. - ."56

There are a number of such tables, displaying the appropriate
characteristics to fit the above description, still at Paxton. They are
all of a similar light and mobile style, with square sectioned tapering
legs ending in spade feet. Those which are on public display at
Paxton can be found in the Portico Bedroom; mahogany shaving
table; the Master Bedroom has a similar lady's writing/dressing
table; the Alcove Bedroom contains a shaving table(Plate 28) as does
the West Bedroom (Plate 29). There are also a number of similar
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tables in storage. Originally these would have been provided
complete with their relevant accoutrements, which are now sadly
missing. There would also have been included mirrors. This would
have been raised out of the table's hinged top. Unfortunately, as
with the Alcove Bedroom table, in most cases it is this mirror which
has perished (Plate 30). The dressing table would have opened out to
reveal a series of small vertical compartments to hold silver toilet
flasks and bottles of perfume - others served as writing boxes
containing receptacles for sand and ink, small containers for
sharpeners and longer ones for quills, a flat compartment for writing
papers and additional space for blotters, wax, seals and tapers.

Dressing tables gradually developed a previously unheard of
importance in the bedchamber during the eighteenth century. In
Chippendale's 1762 edition of the 'Director', a number of 'buroe
dressing tables' are shown, some dressing chests - a chest of drawers
with a fitted top drawer beneath a writing slide; some ' toylet tables '
and a lady's dressing table.57 The latter was a rather elaborate
kneehole table with the central recess hung with fringed draperies,
plus a long fitted drawer containing a 'mirror to rise'. Draped toilet
tables were a feature of mid eighteenth century dressing rooms.
Paxton provides a reference to one of only two such examples, the
other being at Nostell Priory,

"A deal Toylette Table on Castors £- .12,- .

A marcela quilted peticoat & cover to ditto...£2 .6 .- ,58

Chippendale's firm would also have provided the necessary china and
glassware for these pieces of furniture, including the inevitable
'stone pans' for night tables, in addition to the basin and bottle sets
for the shaving and dressing tables. There would have been a

permanent stock of these kept at the firm's warerooms in St.
Martin's Lane,ensuring that their patrons could be provided with an
efficient and complete service at all times.

The other pieces which still remain at Paxton from this account
include,
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"2 mahogany Candlestands with fluted pillars and scroll
Toes £3 .6 .59(Piate 31)

These are situated in the Drawing room at Paxton. The other pieces
are two linen airers, one in the Portico Bedroom and the other in the
West Bedroom(plate). The pieces which remain unidentified from
this account are the "2 Union suits with Compass Fronts £4
.14,- and "2 small swing dressing Glasses for servants £- .10.-

one of which may have been sold at the 1970 auction, Lot 54,
25.6.70 and finally, the "Deal Chest of Drawers painted white."

The remainder of this account includes window curtains, bedding,
carpetting, and shall be examined with the other commissions
undertaken by Chippendale for Patrick Home' London townhouses,
along with the firms additional services of hiring, removal and
repairs.
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(ii) Ninian Home's Copy Letter-Book : 1787-1792

Following the 1774 Account there is an apparent loss of the
documentary evidence available for the Paxton Chippendale
commission. However it is known that work continued to be

undertaken by Haig and Chippendale afterl774. The relevant
information was found to have been recorded in Ninian Home's

Copy Letter-Book, dated May 1787- October 1792. This contains a
series of twelve letters, concerned primarily with the decoration and
furnishing of the Paxton drawing room. However, the first letter
dated 15th January 1789 mentioned that he had received a letter
dated 30th October 1788,

"with a note (of) sundry articles you had shipped for me
on board of the Tweed all of which arrived safe".1

This indicates that he did not suddenly in 1789 resume the services of
Haig and Chippendale to furnish the drawing room but had continued
his patronage of the firm since 1774. This is also confirmed by his
referral to the dining room curtains in the same letter,which were

purchased from Chippendale in January 1776.- Unfortunately this
correspondence does not refer to any particular items of furniture.
However it would appear safe to presume that the author of the
dining room furniture was Chippendale.

These consist of a fine sideboard, accompanied matching urns on

pedestals and an octagonal cellaret (Plate 32). There is no available
dcumentary evidence to directly support this claim but they bear a

very close resemblance to a similar Chippendale set at Harewood
House, Yorkshire3(Plate 33). The Paxton set, once again, illustrates
the later more restrained style favoured by Ninian Home as opposed
to the more decorated example found at Harewood. The set of four
mahogany bergeres, currently in situ, have recently been re-

upholstered in green leather(Plate 34). Likewise, the three matching
window seats have been re-covered in the same green

leather(Plate35).
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The set of twelve dining chairs do not conform to the traditional
format of a Chippendale 'ribbon back' chair. They are instead very
solid oval backed chairs, in the style of Louis XVI. These too have
been recently re-upholstered (Plate 36). They have fluted front
legs, ending in spade feet. The total set comprises of ten plain chairs
and two elbow chairs. The present dining table at Paxton may not be
the original, however it does follow the general pattern of the other
Chippendale furniture at the house being both plain and solid. It
comprises of two rounded ends with additional leaves slotted in
together to create the required length. There are some other odd
leaves of dining tables at Paxton which would appear to be of a
similar style, but do not fit this particular table. The confusion
concerning the dining table is further increased by the reference in
the 1774 account to,

"2 Damask leather covers lind and Bound with Gilt leather
for the round top of your Dining Tables £1 .8 .- ."4

These would have covered the round ends of the table when it was

dismantled, which would then have been used as pier tables. This
would seem to imply as well, that there had already been a dining
table sent to Paxton, and therefore some dining room furniture may

already have been purchased from Chippendale prior to the 1774
account.

In the dining room there are two semi-circular tea tables against the
piers, of which the authorship would appear to have been
Chippendale. The pier glasses above these were made en suite with
the glass above the sideboard (Plate 32) all of these are painted
white. The only items referred to directly in connection with the
dining room, are the curtains which are mentioned in the first letter.
These were made of Taboray, for which Ninian Home was charged
at 5/5 for 90 yards, but unfortunately they are no longer at Paxton.

In the letter dated, 20th June 1789, Ninian Home is considering
having the same type of curtains made for his drawing room at
Paxton. He finds the increase in prices from 1776-1789 to be rather
excessive, and wastes no time in informing Haig and Chippendale of
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this. Rather than supplying a detailed summary of the actual pieces
purchased from Haig and Chippendale, the importance of the
correspondence lies in the outline it provides of the actual process of
furnishing a country house in the eighteenth century.

Ninian Home approached the furnishing of Paxton in an apparently
systematic manner, by concentrating on one room at a time. He was
not overly extravagant and was concerned primarily with making
these rooms 'useful'. Due to his family and business interests
abroad, he had little time to spare concerning himself with the task
of furnishing his Scottish home. Particularly when he could leave a
number of decisions in the capable hands of a highly acclaimed
practice such as Haig and Chippendale. The letters illustrate Ninian
as a discerning, but amenable client who appreciated value for
money.

Whilst resident at Paxton in 1789, he attempted to organise the
furnishing and decorating of the drawing room. However, as his
letter-book shows, most of his time was still taken up with the affairs
of his two West Indian plantations of Waltham and Paraclete.
Fortunately, he was willing to allow Haig and Chippendale the
opportunity to make a number of decisions independently. Ninian's
basic instructions were,

"I now enclose you a draft plan of the floor of the
drawing room....when I furnish it I wish it be done
in a neat, but not an expensive manner"5

Haig and Chippendale not only provided the furniture, but also
advice concerning the overall style of decoration. Although, Ninian
Home did issue explicit instructions for the arrangement of mirrors.
It was general practice at this time for a drawing room to have three
tall sash windows, with the two piers dividing them. These were

invariably furnished with tables standing below ornate mirrors. At
Paxton Ninian requested that there be only one glass in the place,

"between the windows to the south,in the two piers to
the East, Girandoles only and that the chairs should be
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mahogany.. "6

This is how the room remains today. In his letter of the 20th
June,1789, Ninian includes a, "Note of furniture wanted for the
drawing room at Paxton",this contains the following,

"A Wilton Carpet Large Covering for the Carpetting
5 Window Curtains Cover for Chairs & Sofas
2 Mahogany Sofas A Rug for the Hearth
10 Armed Chairs

A neat Pembroke Table

2 (block) Black Joiners
2 Stands for Piers in the East Front"7

This list of furniture provides an adequate account of the furniture
which is still in situ. Nonetheless, the two sofas at Paxton are not a

matching pair as would be expected. It is thought that one of them
might have been copied prior to the original being sold, however
there are no records of such an occurence.

The covers mentioned in the above list were necessary for both
furniture and carpets to prevent damage from sunlight and dirt.
This is particularly relevant in a house such as Paxton, which would
have been left empty, apart from the housekeeper and servants, for
extended periods of time. These covers were usually made from
serge. Ninian refers to one in his letter concerning the drawing
room carpet,which he had been shown whilst visiting Chippendale's
premises in London,

"a large Pattern with a good deal of yellow in it. There
must be a covering for it of green serge. As for the
Cases for the Chairs & Sofas, you know what is most
proper to make them of, tohse of the Dining Room are
of Green Serge, perhaps they may not be fit for a

drawing room or now that some other stuff is used for
Capes, make them of what you think is right"8
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The letter dated 6th July, 1789 concerns the wallpaper, and encloses
a note of the 'Plan of the Floor of the Rooms.' At this point Ninian
has had a change of mind concerning his choice of colour for
the'Taboray' curtains.

"in my last letter I mentioned to you that I the colour of
the Taboray for the Window Curtains &c should (be)
Green if the Green is not already cut. I
think I would rather chose that the colour should be

Orange or Dark Yellow"9

This serves to show how difficult it could be for Haig and
Chippendale when undertaking a commission over such distances,
which relied almost totally on correspondence. Obviously such
problems as a client changing his mind were not isolated to long
distance commissions, but the time involved was dependent on other
factors, in particular the post getting through to inform them of any

changes to colour schemes and furniture required.

Inevitably disagreements would arise in the process of decorating at
Paxton, but Ninian was just as willing to cite his approval of the
firm's choices as with the, 'Paper and Border' and also his approval
that, 'the furniture is to be Green'.10 Nevertheless, his satisfaction
with the 'Border' does not last, but since it has already been fixed in
place Ninian reluctantly admits that it 'must do'. Following his
astonishment at the cost of his new furniture he wrote in December

1789, of his intention to visit Haig and Chippendale in the following
Spring to discuss the account,

"many of the articles are charged considerably higher
than they were in your former accounts"11

There then follows a gap in the correspondence until the following
August. It would seem probable that following his visit, Ninian was
able to solve any problems which may have arisen concerning the
furniture he had ordered. Unfortunately the correspondence is once

again instigated by a dissatisfied client, and is related to the arrival of
'the Glasses'.12 They arrived from their voyage damaged, damage
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which Ninian believed may have occurred prior to packing. This
incident would appear to have caused some confusion between the
two parties, which was eventually settled amicably.

Following the misunderstanding over the glasses there is a letter
dated the 26th August confirming the arrival of two tables which,

"they fit for the places they were intended for very well"13

This is the only reference to actual pieces of furniture, but from this
simple description it is impossible to identify them with any degree
of certainty. The final two letters contain the bill for these tables
which amounted to £30.6 .5. and the payment of this account is made
on the 4th November 1791. This bill plus the payment of an earlier
bill, mentioned in a letter dated 18th September, brings the total for
furnishing the drawing room to £158.15.15.
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(iii) Wedderburn : July 1779

The discovery of a letter from Chippendale addressed to Patrick
Home at Wedderburn finally confirms previous speculation that the
London firm may have produced the furniture for this house, as
well as Paxton. This letter constitutes the necessary evidence to
clearly illustrate that the authorship of the furniture for Wedderburn
originated in St. Martin's Lane. It should be pointed out that the
letter is signed,

"Sir Your most Obedient Humble Servants,
Chippendale & Haig" 1

The date of the letter is 29th July 1779 and is signed 'Chippendale &
Haig'. Chippendale senior died from consumption in the November
of the same year. Following his death, his son continued with the
business. However Thomas Haig became the senior partner. Hence
letters addressed to the firm after 1779 were addressed to Messrs

Haig and Chippendale, Ninian Home's correspondence was written
in this manner, as were the accounts for Patrick Home's London
houses.

This letter once again reiterates the difficulties which were
encountered whilst conducting commissions over the long distances
involved between London and Scotland. In this case the partners
were requesting the dimensions for a number of rooms at
Wedderburn, these included,

"The height & width of the windows of the Hall,
the Drawing Room and the Dining Parlour within
the Beeds - for sunshades & spring curtains"2

There is a similar annotated manuscript design to be found amongst
the papers at Nostell Priory,

"The measure for Spring blinds to be taken within side
the beads for the breadth and height.

Thomas Chippendale"3



In 1787 at Gower Street for Patrick Home, Haig and Chippendale
provide,

'3 brown holland window Blinds on Rollers

with rack pulleys £3 .12.- .'4

The Wedderburn letter continues with a request for additional
measurements for the carpet in the drawing room and the two
Octagon dressing rooms. A similar scheme applied for the drawing
room at Paxton. Ninian Home enclosed with his letter a draft plan of
the floor. This would then have been chalked out onto to the floor
in the firm's warerooms and the separate pieces loosely sewn

together. There are a number of Wilton carpets mentioned in the
Paxton documents for the bedchambers and parlours. Luxurious
carpets were protected with serge capes such as the one ordered by
Ninian to cover the carpet he had been shown in London before
continuing his journey north to Scotland.6 The house at Gower
Street is supplied with,'41 1/2 yds fine Green Serge' for the drawing
room and '16 yds fine Green Serge in a cover to part of the Carpet
in the Dining Room'.6 Chippendale supplied less expensive floor
coverings, including oil-cloth for the 'backstairs' and hallways and
also cheaper carpetting such as the

"20 yds fine yard wide Scots carpets made up with all
materials @4/3 £4 .5 .- ."7

provided for Patrick Home's house in St. Martin's Lane. Patrick
Home purchased Wilton carpets from Haig and Chippendale for both
of his London houses. At Gower Street he receives,

"42 1/2 yds fine 3/4 Wilton Stair Carpet @ 5/6
£11.13.9 ."8

The final dimensions requested are needed to determine the length of
chain for the lantern in the hallway, instructions are included to
ensure that the distance is taken from the,

"height of the staircase from the Top to the floor"9
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This may mean that the lantern still hanging in the hallway at
Wedderburn is the one originally supplied by Chippendale. It bears
a marked similarity to to the one still to be found in the hallway at
Paxton. It is unfortunate that the letter does not contain any specific
information to enable the identification of individual pieces of
furniture, either at Wedderburn or Paxton. Chippendale did,
however definitely supply furniture for Wedderburn since the letter
refers to,

"In a weeks time all the other furniture may be sent away"10

This indicates the possibility of at least two shipments of furniture to
Wedderburn. Thus, in all probability, Wedderburn could constitute
the third major Chippendale collection in Scotland. Unfortunately
there remains very little furniture in the house at the present time
and until further, more explicit documentation can be uncovered the
extent of this particular Chippendale commission remains obscure.
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(iv) St Martin's Lane & Gower Street : 1786-1787

The two recently discovered accounts pertaining to Patrick Home's
London townhouses disclose valuable information concerning not
only the pieces of furniture which were provided, but the additional
more mundane necessities essential to everyday life. Furthermore
they serve to illustrate the various services undertaken on the behalf
of Patrick Home for the maintenance and general upkeep of his
houses. Indeed these accounts are typical of many of Haig and
Chippendale bills, which are similarly filled with references to
removals, repairs, cleaning and altering as well as fitting up or
taking down furniture, usually beds and in this case curtains.

Following his move from St. Martin's Lane to Gower Street, instead
of ordering all new curtains Patrick wisely has the old ones altered
and repaired,

"Time altering & letting out your 3 Green morine window
curtains" 1

These had, in fact only been recently acquired for the 'Dining
Parlour' at St. Martin'sLane,

"Time making 3 festoon Window curtains
29 yds fine green morine"2

Cabinet-makers and upholsterers, as already noted, normally kept a
stock of bedding which included mattresses, blankets, quilts and
furnitures ; a type of 'throw over' usually made from some type of
checked material in blue or green.3 However they would not have
kept a supply of linen in stock. Nonetheless, in the 1786 account
Haig and Chippendale provided Patrick Home with table linen,
towelling, dusters, pillow cases, bolster cases and sheets.4 There is
included within this account a separate bill from,

"Middlewitch & Lloyds. Bill for sheeting Table Linen,
Towelling &c....£12.1 " 5
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Haig and Chippendale then undertook the production of these items
with the time making them amounting to £1 .12.6 .

There were a number of repairs carried out for Patrick Home,
inevitable when moving house. A dressing glass needed a mirror
replaced which came to £- .18.- ., and a folding firescreen was

repaired, for which there does not appear to be any apparent
charge. This may have been the same firescreen which Patrick had
only received the previous March6 and which is possibly why it
incurred no charge for repairs. At Paxton there are two firescreens
in storage which are very similar to the ones provided by
Chippendale at Petworth c.l777(Plate 38), with morine panels.
These may have been originally intended for Patrick's London
houses since the 1787 refers to '2 blue linsey firescreens .'7
Following Patrick's death and the subsequent disposal of his house,
situated in Sloane Street, a number of articles were shipped up to
Scotland. This fact may also account for the number of other
apparent pieces of Chippendale furniture at the house, in particular
the shaving/dressing tables and perhaps even the night stools and odd
leaves of dining tables.

In 1786, Patrick Home was already living in St. Martin's Lane; hence
the decision to obtain the services of Haig and Chippendale for
moving his belongings to Gower Street is an obvious one. In addition
it highlights another aspect of the services offered by London's
leading firm of cabinet-makers.

The move took place on December 28th 1786, rather a strange time
of year to be moving house. The actual moving of the furniture
consisted of two cart loads for which Patrick Home was charged
£.11- . However the cost for,

"Men's time taking down all your Furniture in St.
Martin's Lane, loading in carts & unloading in Gower
Street - use of matts &c putting up the Servants Beds -

Tacks &c "8

amounted to £-.16.6 .
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However their removal service extended to other areas, including
laying down carpets and floorcloths; hanging curtains; fixing lamps
and girandoles; connecting 'thick Blue Silk Line to Bills, and
putting up cornices. There are other earlier examples of such
services being provided to Sir William Robinson in 1765 and David
Garrick10, who both moved to and from houses within the London
area. The accounts from these are very similar to those found
concerning Patrick Home's move from St. Martin's Lane to Gower
Street.

An additional provision catered for by Haig and Chippendale
concerned the hiring out of furniture. This can be observed in a
letter from Ninian Home dated 15th January 1789, wherein he
requests his account for

"the hire of a bed I had while staying in Mr Homes
in Gower Street"11

This would seem to indicate that Patrick did not, at this time have an

available spare bed, suitable for his nephew/cousin. When he lived
in St. Martin's Lane, however the inventory illlustrates that there
was a room designated with the title 'spare room'. From this it
would,presumably, follow that there was a spare bed in situ, but
perhaps there were other guests present at this time in Gower Street,
either friends of Patrick or, indeed, Ninian. Hence the need for an

extra bed. What is definite is that following his brief stay at Gower
Street, Ninian returned to Scotland to continue with his furnishing of
the drawing rom at Paxton House.

Additional services required by Patrick Home whilst renting the
house in St.Martin's Lane extended to,

"A man cleaning snow from top of house
...£- .3 ,-."12
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and also

"Paid a Woman for cleaning & sleeping in your home
7 weeks £2 .5 ."13

Obviously in his role as M.P. for Berwickshire it would have been
necessary for him to take extended leave of absence from both his
London and Scottish home throughout the year. Hence the need to
ensure that neither was left unattended in his absence; no doubt he
could fully rely on the professionalism and experience of Haig and
Chippendale to provide such a service.

Patrick acquired a number of more basic and mundane objects, from
Haig and Chippendale. These ranged from,'2 yellow Dishes & 6
plates' to the inevitable, 'Chamber Potts'.14 Obviously these items
were not produced by the cabinet-makers, but would have been kept
in stock in order to fufil the needs of their clients. This would also

have applied to the 'Backstairs' furniture and the 1786 account
describes, "A four-post Double Servants Bedstead" for the Back
Garrett. In addition, there is a quantity of 'backstairs' deal furniture
specified.

"A Deal table with Drawer £- .7 .- ."

"A Deal Press Bedstead for One Person £5 .- .10."
"A Strong Deal Kitchen Table 6ft 6 by 3ft
with 2 Drawers £2 .- .10."15

This type of cheaper furniture is likely to have been bought ready-
made and also kept in stock. An interesting discovery in the 1786
account was the reference to,

"4 red dy'd Chairs with matted Seats £1 .12.- ."16

This corresponds to an entry in the Nostell Priory account, dated 1st
November 1768, which similarly states,

"7 Red dy'd Chairs with matted seats £2 .9 .- ,"17
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Thus even after twenty years these 'common stained' chairs were
still sought after by Chippendale's patrons.

In the other extreme they would have received certain items from
craftsmen who specialised in particular areas. This would have
include the inlaid games Box and also the Billiard table ordered by
Ninian for Paxton in 1774. It would have been unlikely that Haig
and Chippendale would have had men capable of carrying out such
work which required specialist skills.

The other furniture mentioned in the London accounts reflect the

Paxton commission in its provision for a set of chairs for the
principal bedchamber. The order for St. Martin's Lane consisted of,

"4 mat Open back Chairs, Japann'd white & Brown
Seats Stuffd in fine linen £3 .4 .- .

Brown Sprig Printed cotton bases to the seats lin'd
...£1 .14,- .

A large size Easy Chair, the feet Japann'd to match on

strong socket Castors-Stuffd & quilted in fine Linen-
with a feather cushion to the seats £3 .12- .

Brown Sprig Printed cotton bases to Do Lind.
£2 .12.- ."18

This description resembles that of the set of six japanned wheelback
chairs and easy chair in the master bedroom at Paxton except that the
London chairs have open backs as opposed to the wheelback.

An interesting piece of furniture included in the bedchamber for
Patrick's London house is the, Targe size mahogany Double Chest
Drawers'. In situ at Paxton, in the West Bedroom, there is a double
chest of drawers(Plate 39) which is itself very similar to a plate in
the Director(Plate 40). Other pieces found at Paxton which are
similar to those mentioned in the two London accounts include,

"A mahogany night table necessary stool with folding
doors and white stone pain
A mahogany Chamber Table with a Drawer (Plate4)
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A large size mahogany Bason Stand with a Drawer and
Soap cups and a ware Bottle nad Bason
2 mahogany Dining Tables of good wood with round
ends - made to take another and join occasionally
A large mahogany Sideboard Table
8 mahogany Open back Parlour Chairs
2 Ditto Carv'd Chairs Seats Stuffd
A Mahogany Oblong Octagon - Cooper of good wood
on a frame with Castors "J9

The Gower Street account appears to be concerned more with
lanterns for the hallway and staircase, and furniture for the drawing
room. The drawing room furniture includes,

"8 Square back mahogany Arm'd Chairs
Neat Blue & Buff printed Cotton Cases to Do...
A large size Sofa....
...2 large Pier Glasses
2 Compass Pier Tables...."20

It would seem to be a family trait to furnish one room at a time, as
Ninian had done at Paxton; the bedrooms first, followed by the
dining room and finally the drawing room.

The allusion to Wedderburn in the 1786 account may point to some
furniture having been sent down from Scotland to London to furnish
his new home, the account included,

"9 pieces of Ebony, weights 21 6ft £4. -. 6.

Paid Shipping Expences wharfage & Suppliance "21

These are mentioned in the October preceding the move. The
lengths of Ebony and Tulipwood may have been used to embellish
the many fine internal mahogany doors at Wedderbum, which are at
the entrances to all of the principal rooms. The movement of
furniture between the Homes' various places of residence is further

12 " " Tulipwood
27 feet strong deal Caseing @ 14d

£- .12. -.

...£- .9 .- .
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suggested by the correspondence between George Home and Messrs
Spottiswoode, following Patrick's death in 1808.22 This refers to,

"If there are any small things which Brown supposes
may belong to Wedderburn be so good as to send them"23

Mr Brown was one of Patrick Home's servants, who is described in
later correspondence as a 'vapouring fool' and is suspected of some
misdemeanour involving the disposal of the contents of the house in
Sloane Street. George Home considers whether or not it might be
necessary to "take notice of the furniture sold or sent to Scotland" on

account of Brown's dubious character 24.

In addition there are receipts received by George Home from the
undertaker Richard Rattenburg 25. The undertaker sent goods up to
Berwick from London comprising of six packing cases. There is a
further discharge for freight, of furniture, from London dated 10th
April 1809. This amounted to eleven cases of furniture. This was

followed on the 1st February 1809 by a further nine cases. It was
Patrick's brother General David Home who inherited his estate.
Thus it is uncertain whether all the furniture shipped back up to
Scotland headed for Paxton or Wedderburn, or perhaps one of the
other family homes. The very existence of the London accounts
would , however, account for the additional Chippendale 'style'
furniture at Paxton House.

The Homes were obviously satisfied with the services they received
from the various combinations of Chippendale and Rannie,
Chippendale and Haig and finally Haig and Chippendale, since they
continued their patronage of the firm for a period of over twenty
years. Their accounts provided an illuminating portrayal of the wide
variety of activities undertaken by the Chippendale firm.
Unfortunately, following the death of Thomas Haig and the
subsequent commitments of his will, the firm was forced into
bankruptcy. This, somewhat ironically, resulted in fifty years of
domination by Scottish financiers.2i)
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PARI THREE : WILLIAM TROTTER & SON

A small number of articles have been published concerning the
Trotter furniture at Paxton House, the earliest having been written in
March 1956, by Francis Bamford. This was entitled 'Trotter of
Edinburgh' and appeared in the Scotland's Magazine.1 This outlines
a brief history of Paxton and George Home's acquisition of the
property, at the same time referring to Trotter's business and his
predecessors. Alistair Rowan's series of articles which appeared in
Country Life2, refer to the Gallery and Library extension executed
by Robert Reid and furnished by William Trotter. The publication
of 'The Dictionary of Edinburgh Wrights and Furniture Makers'3 is
the first time that some of the correspondence between George Home
and Trotter was published. This present study intends to analyse the
same material, plus some additional Trotter material which was
uncovered during the course of research. There are other relevant
documents from other Edinburgh furniture makers also included,
which were found in the Home's archive at Register House. Apart
from the above articles, very little has been written about the Trotter
collection at Paxton.

More recently further work has been undertaken by Sebastian Pryke,
which throws light on the development of Trotter's firm of cabinet¬
makers. The recent article published in Regional Furniture,4 clearly
illustrates the evolution and convergence of a number of different
upholsterers and furniture makers, who eventually resulted in the
firm William Trotter and Son at the beginning of the nineteenth
century.

Trotter's firm was probably the largest cabinet-makers in Scotland,
from c.1747-1830's5, and the history of the Edinburgh furniture
trade can be traced through its development. By 1752, as Young and
Trotter the firm was offering an undertaking service6. During the
1770's they moved to a new wareroom on Princes Street and the
North Bridge. This location gave them the absolute advantage in
providing the furniture for the recent buildings of the New Town
and enabled them to expand their range of services. The firm was
responsible for the furnishing of the apartments at Holyroodhouse.
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This was for the French aristocracy who were fleeing from the
revolution and were granted a safe haven in Scotland, at
Holyroodhouse.7 In 1805 Trotter became the sole proprietor of the
family business and maintained a virtual monopoly in the furniture
trade for the New Town. This included many municipal and
domestic undertakings, however Paxton remains as one of the very
few surviving examples of Trotter's country-house commissions.

This examination of Trotter's furniture at Paxton concentrates on the

available documentation to illustrate the relationship between
William Trotter and his client, George Home. The correspondence
itself illustrates a great deal about the methods undertaken to ensure
that once undertaken, such commissions were successful. Additional
material is included to illustrate that earlier branches of the firm had

been engaged in work for the Homes. Indeed these earlier accounts
reflect the emergence of the firm as upholsterers and cabinet¬
makers, and involve the various combinations of Young, Trotter,
Hamilton and Trotter.

The main protagonist responsible for the alterations at Paxton,
during this period was George Home, Ninian's younger brother and
the nephew/cousin of Patrick Home. George had inherited Paxton
following Ninian's murder in the West Indies, during a slave
rebellion in 1795. However, prior to the death of both Patrick and
Ninian, George Home had managed the majority of the family affairs
in Scotland. Unlike his kinsmen he had chosen to remain in his
native land, wherein he had been educated and practised law. A
large family archive, such as the 'Homes of Wedderburn'8 having
survived from the eighteenth century is largely due to George
Home's careful management of the family's business interests and his
attention to detail.

It was not until George Home retired from his post as Principal
Clerk to the Session in 1811 (his close friend and colleague, Sir
Walter Scott, took over the position) that he turned his attention to
Paxton. The first action he took was to remove all the books and

pictures, which Patrick Home had accumulated during the course of
his extensive foreign travels, from Wedderbum to Paxton. He then
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pursued the idea of having a gallery and library designed specifically
for the display of the objets d'art.

He employed the architect, Robert Reid, a man already renowned for
his work in the Edinburgh New Town and designated as Master of
the King's Works for Scotland. His previous work had included the
original branch of the Bank of Scotland at the head of the Mound,
1801 and the layout of the second phase of the New Town north of
Queen Street.9 In 1805 he had been commissioned to rebuild the law
courts, which was when he also rebuilt the exterior of the new

library block for the Faculty of Advocates & Writers to the Signet.
George Home would probably have come across these examples of
Reid's work whilst working and living in Edinburgh himself.
However, the Paxton library and gallery appear to be a unique
example of a country-house commission by Reid. It may have been
through similar cicumstances that George Home became acquainted
with the work of William Trotter. Trotter was employed extensively
by the emerging professional classes who migrated to the New Town
of Edinburgh in the late eighteenth and early nineteenth century.10

The planning of the gallery at Paxton invoked serious debate between
George Home and Reid, wherein the current modes of hanging and
displaying paintings were discussed.

'I find in general the Pictures are in general hung
not in a perpendicular line with the wall, that is the
upper part of the Picture is brought a little forward'11

'the effect of the light in the room...we agreed..an
impractible matter to construct a room with windows
or window that would show Pictures to the very best
at all times'12

These letters highlight the complexities involved with a building
commission conducted over long distances and relying on copious
correspondence to ensure that every piece of work was monitored.
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This theme extends from the actual building work to the provision of
furnishings for its interior. There appears to have been a fairly
constant flow of correspondence between Trotter and his patron,
George Home. These contain estimates; ideas for types and
quantities of furniture required; colour schemes and carpetting. At
the same time they serve to illustrate the working practice of an

early nineteenth century furniture maker, in this case one based in
Edinburgh.

The furniture for the new gallery and library were chosen with help
from George's ward, Agnes (Nancy) Stephens, whose decisions met
with great approval from Trotter. Indeed Trotter was so impressed
by Miss Stephens judgement, he offered her a position with his firm;

'The tone of colouring is in my opinion so harmonious
& suitable, - that I should wish in any future operations
of a similar kind, to be regulated by Miss Stephens
judgement....so she need not be supris'd if I make
proposals to take her into partnership'13
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(i) William Hamilton : Wedderburn 1775
Young, Trotter, Hamilton, & Trotter : 1798

Before examining this correspondence more closely it would be
advantageous to look at the earlier work undertaken by William
Hamilton and Son at Wedderburn in the 1770's, under the aegis of
George Home. As has been previously mentioned Patrick Home had
a number of alterations undertaken at Wedderburn by Robert Adam,
and it obviously became necessary for new furnishings to be
purchased. Whilst this building work was being executed Patrick
returned to his foreign travels and left George to supervise the
developments at Wedderbum. These took place between 1771 and
1777.

Patrick returned to Britain in 1777 having been married to Jane
Graham; the daughter of a West Indies planter. This marriage was
not a success and instead of returning to Wedderburn with his new
wife they went their separate ways. Patrick returned to begin
furnishing Wedderburn, however during his absence George Home
had employed the firm, William Hamilton and Son, an Edinburgh
cabinet-maker.

This account is dated from July 15th 1777-March 26th 1778; judging
from these dates it would seem plausible that Patrick may have
delegated to George the task of preparing Wedderburn for his return
with his new wife. Indeed the payment of this account was made 'by
the hands ...George Home Esq'1. George Home would have spent
most of his time living and working in Edinburgh, hence the choice
of a Scottish based firm, and more specifically an Edinburgh firm.

William Hamilton's business was situated in Tolbooth Wynd, in the
Canongate from 1773-17902 and was employed by a number of
prominent Scottish families3. The Wedderburn account was
concerned with the main bedroom and adjoining dressing room.

'To a large Bedstead, with fluted Mahogany footposts,
lath bottom &c compleat £4 .4 . -.'4
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No doubt the original ordering of the commission probably stemmed
from correspondence between George and Patrick Home and initially
included,

'To a Lady's, hansome Dressing Table with
a Glass, Boxes &c £3 . 3 -.'5

Nonetheless, perhaps following the failure of Patrick's marriage this
item was no longer deemed necessary and was returned in the March
of 1778, thus reducing the final bill from £143.4 .9, to £140. 4. 9.
The remainder of this bill contains evidence of the range of services
that Hamilton was capable of providing, which included sending to
London for decorating materials for Wedderburn. Indeed at this
point Hamiltons constituted Trotter's closest rivals.

Hamilton and Son were a well established furniture firm in the

1770's and as such would have been capable of providing any
additional furniture for the remaining principal rooms at
Wedderburn. Perhaps they would have done so if Patrick Home had
not arrived back from Europe at this point, 1777. When he returned
from abroad, Patrick then employed Chippendale for this purpose.

However, in 1790 William Hamilton's son, James entered into a

partnership with Young and Trotter. Prior to this Young and
Trotter had operated only as upholsterers, but now they took on
additional responsibility as cabinet-makers. Thus George Home's
choice of William Trotter in 1813 is not remarkable, but actually
represents the obvious choice.

The beginning of the nineteenth century in Scotland marked an

increasing trend of returning to "Scottishness". There was a definite
move away from the previous century's climate which had followed
the Union in 1707, and an increase in the romantic idealism of all
things Scottish. This can be illustrated by the novels of Sir Walter
Scott, George Home's close acquaintance. It would seem likely that
they would have enjoyed many lively debates with the then current
issues concerned with re-assessing the Scottish ideal and national
identity. By extending patronage to the leading Scottish architect and
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firm of cabinet-makers at Paxton, George Home was supporting such
opinions.

Additional work was carried out at Wedderburn during 1798 for the
then Laird, Miss Jean Home; George Home's aunt/cousin. At this
point the firm was known as Young, Trotter, Hamilton and Trotter.
This information is present in a letter with the relevant account still
attached6 and was for the beds, bedding, curtains and carpetting for
Patrick's bedroom and dressing room at Wedderbum.

In addition to a four poster bed provided for 'Mr Home'7, there was
a servant's bed supplied with mattresses and blankets. The numerous
bedsteads currently in store and on view at Paxton would probably
have originated from Wedderburn. It would thus seem likely that
they were provided either byWilliam Hamilton and Son, or Young,
Trotter, Hamilton and Trotter, and not by Haig and Chippendale. It
would be impossible to identify and attribute the four-poster beds to
specific cabinet-makers without a detailed microstudy. Nonetheless
it does seem clear that not all of the bedposts presently at Paxton
derived fron Haig and Chippendale's London warerooms.(Plate 17)

It is evident that the furniture has passed to and fro, between a
number of houses during the last 200 years; this fact completely
clouds the issue of which furniture 'belongs' to which individual or

building.
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(ii) William Trotter & Son : Paxton 1813-1815

Before examining the furniture which remains at Paxton it would be
beneficial to survey which pieces from this, almost complete, Trotter
collection are actually missing, the pieces concerned being those sold
at either the Christie's sale of June 1970 or December 1971.

The 1970 sale inluded a set of library steps; a pier table and a pair of
couches (Plates 42 & 43). These are mentioned in the account dated
November 1813 and the 'Estimate of Probable Expences'U In the
1813 account from Trotter the library steps are described as having
a,

'hand rail o the left hand side, on French wheel
castors, the steps covered with Brussells Carpetting'2

Unfortunately, at the time of the sale the hand rail was no longer in
place. The pier table is notable in that Trotter went to great lengths
to devise a method for the black marble slabs to be incorporated into
the final design,

'The pieces of black marble I mean to have one over
the other- like a double top- not as a shelf under a top'2

(Plate 42)

The final version consisted of the two black slabs both inset into the

rosewood pier table. The frames were carved with reel and
ropetwist mouldings, raised on tapering reeded columns with
scrolling capitals on gadrooned and bun feet. The final price was
£15.10.0, Trotter had forewarned in his letters that any added
embellishments and carving would increase his costs, obviously
George Home was not deterred by such prices.

The pair of rosewood couches (Plate 43) were mentioned in a letter
addressed to Miss Stephens,

'After various deliberations with myself I wish to
recommend the chair and sofas to be made of solid
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rosewood instead of black, in imitation of ebony'4

He continued, to recommend that,

'The sofas will fill the spaces between the pilasters upon
the straight wall- and will look handsome even if taken
out and placed occasionally in the middle of the Room.

The Grecian couch will however render it unecessary to
remove them from the wall'5

The estimate for these couches was given at between 22 and 23
Guineas each if of 'Black Wood' and '3 1/2 more if of Rosewood'. It
would seem that the reference to 'Grecian Couches' is not actually
directed at the pair which appear in the Christie's sale, but instead
referred to the other couches, which are still at Paxton in the
gallery.(Plates 45, 47 & 55) Described as,

'Two Grecian Couches with and low carved ends on

castors....with a bordered hair mattress, a Bolster and
pillow'6

The pair which featured in the Christie's sale of 1970 did not have
"high and low carved ends', both their 'ends' would appear to be of
an equal height and style.(Plate 43)

The sale of the following year contained the set of four Bergeres,
originally provided for the library at Paxton.(Plate 44) These had
reeded frames and caned backs, seats and sides. The top-rails were

panelled; the arms with scrolled front supports on scimitar-shaped
legs headed by roundels and mounted with brass castors. This set of
chairs was entered in the 1813 account as,

'Four mahogany Caned Library Chairs the tops of
the elbows stuffed in fine cloth netted with silk gimp
finished on brass castors'7

The above are, apparently, the only items now missing from the
collection at Paxton rendering it unique in its virtually complete
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state. There are no other houses presently known of in Scotland
which have an equally extensive collection of Trotter furniture.

Further evidence relating to this same collection came to light in the
form of an account, dated July 1814.8 Although the original letter to
which it was attached has been previously alluded to by Francis
Bamford9, it seems the account was overlooked. This account

provides additional information concerning items of furniture which
are no longer present at Paxton, in particular

'A Black Grecian Couch with high & low scrolled ends,
and sloping back richly carved with a bordered hair mattrass
stuffed and covered with red morocco leather, and finished
with silk gimp...£27.10.-.'

'8 Black Chairs with brass ornaments and loose seats

stuffed in red morocco leather to match sofa@52/6
£21. -. -.'10

Not surprisingly the present couches in the gallery at Paxton bear
similarities to the above descriptions, eg carving of the acanthus
motif.(Plate 47) It is possible that these pieces of funiture were
never intended for the extension, which the following evidence
would support,

'scarlet flock wallpaper for Parlor....
making carpet for Parlor
making carpet for Bedroom
A fine Imperial Hearth Rug
a ditto for dining room '11

George Home obviously seems to have taken this opportunity of
furnishing the new rooms to extend his own influences through the
house.

Notably the accounts for the work done by Trotter at Paxton contain
many similar elements to the earlier examples from Haig and
Chippendale. Trotter's firm was equally capable of providing a wide
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range of services, one which deserves mention in particular being the
following,

'altering mirror frames into one, and gilding
in burnished gold....'12

This probably relates to the present mirrors in the Drawing Room
which still show evidence of such work being carried out. It is
equally possible that these are the mirrors which were originally
supplied by Haig and Chippendale in 1789 and arrived damaged
following their long voyage North from London

At the same time there are more familiar references such as,

'workmen at Paxton House, hanging paper &
putting up furniture'

'Bell hanger at Paxton House, hanging and repairing bells
Coach hire & Expences of ditto'13

The earlier account, dated November 1813 refers to the furniture
made for the gallery and library. It is best examined in conjunction
with the correspondence which was addressed both to George Home
and Miss Stephens which was always personally signed by William
Trotter. The tone and content of the letters would suggest that
George Home was actually a good friend of Trotter's and they were
not merely business associates. This accounts for the very generous

gift from Trotter of the chandelier for George Home's gallery14 and
also perhaps for the attention to detail that is clearly illustrated
throughout the letters.

The letters demonstrate that a clear style was decided upon right
from the beginning, indeed the pre-dominant style of the period was
chosen; Grecian. The pieces which were provided for Paxton consist
in the main of tables, sofas and chairs. These were decorated with
suitable materials to complement the overall effect of the two rooms.
In the gallery each item of furniture was duly designated a position
within the overall scheme of things,
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'the Jasper & Lava Tables will be placed upon the walls
the tables of specimens shall shall stand out in
the middle area of the room The sofas will fill the

spaces between the pilasters '15

This account incoiporates four sofas, two couches, two window
seats16, fourteen chairs, seven Rosewood Therms/Frames for Lava
and Marble topped tables. However Trotter is not only called upon
for his services in making new furniture, he is sent eleven 'antique'
chairs from George Home, which are subsequently repaired,

'caning, carving,turning and cleaning them'17

Trotter finds it necessary to amend parts of his original plan for the
'round Lava Top', which he felt would be greatly improved by
mounting,

'

upon trusses instead of a centre pillar'18

and described in the account as,

'A large Circular rosewood frame for Lava top,
supported on S carved trusses, with a plinth on

ball feet £23.lO.-.'1^

These type of 'truss legs' are neither tapered nor turned legs, rather
the table tops, in this case lava, marble and jasper rested on front
legs which were scrolled and carved. These were designed to rest on

blocks, the specification for which can be found in the, Supplement
to the Cabinet-Maker's Book of Prices20. Trotter provided a similar
type of Lobby Table, on 'truss legs' in his estimate for furnishing 3,
Moray Place21.

Trotter's commission for Paxton seems to have been accomplished
successfully, with few complaints from his patron. The only
problem which arose concerned the decoration of the grate for the
library fireplace, for which Trotter apologises accordingly,
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'I am sorry ...about the grate for the fireplace. It has
arisen from the drawing sent to make itby, being coloured
as partly steel and partly brass the expense of alterations
shall be very trifling or nothing'22

The gallery and library at Paxton have now been restored to their
original splendour; the gallery having been converted in more
recent times to a private family Chapel and self-contained flat. The
furniture has been re-instated (Plates 53-57) and is now open to the
public with the rest of the house. The library bookcases had been
missing their doors (Plate 50) and these would have originally have
been doors filled with brass wire as is stated in both a letter and in
the November 1813 account,

'I have not yet received the doors of the bookcase
to be filled with brass wire'23

'Filling 4 Bookcase doors with brass wire
31 ft @ 3/2 £4 .18.2 .'24

A number of suitably sized doors were discovered whilst restoration
work was being carried out, these have wooden frames with glass
inserts. Apparently at one time these were used as doors for the
bookcases and subsequently have also been re-instated. The library
retains most of its furniture, the actual pieces not in situ being the
four Bergeres and the library steps. The pair of 'eliptic' rosewood
card tables(Plate 49) and

'a large rosewood Sofa Table supported on scroll
ends with carved stretchers' 25(Plate 48)

remain in their original places. The card tables open out to reveal
their green baize lining intact. Both the card tables and the sofa table
have Trotter's characteristic claw style feet, as do the rosewood
stands situated in the library.(Plate 52) Trotter's claw style feet
represent a hybrid of Scottish and English design, of which there are
similar pieces of furniture at Wedderburn. Unfortunately no
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account or correspondence has as yet emerged to confirm this
furnitures' origins.

As has been already noted, Trotter's methods of carrying out his
commission at Paxton bear marked similarities with those of Haig
and Chippendale' earlier work there. Amongst the documents for
Paxton there was found a small piece of paper outlining the
measurements of the gallery and library for the purpose of having a

carpet made up,

'each end 25 feet long by 27 broad at the
widest place. The middle 33 feet by 36-
each end will require 100 yds of carpeting..
The Library will be something more than a
fourth part of the large room'26

An additional estimate for the furniture has also been recovered,
which included additional items not present in the "Estimate of
Probable Expences', but items which occur at a later date. These
are,

'Two Card Tables Rosewood

one large Table-the same
Two Therms-the same

Four Chairs in the Library
2 small couches in the windows

window curtains in Library
Carpets in Large room and Library
Floor Cloth in Passage room'27

Trotter's patron, George Home was able to provide him with a
useful commodity and no doubt one which he had probably observed
during one of his social visits to Paxton with Mrs Trotter. George
sent Trotter a quantity of homegrown Laburnum wood.

'I....shall expect the Laburnum wood by a future
return of the vessel'28
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There is also a small rough note of the quantity and various lengths
of wood sent to Edinburgh29, although there is no evidence of any of
the Laburnum wood being used for the furniture at Paxton. This
transaction proved beneficial to George Home and his final bill was
reduced by £5.10.-., making the total £279.9.11.

It would appear that Trotter provided a very satisfactory range of
services at Paxton. By reference to the correspondence it would
appear that the furniture was made specifically for Paxton. Trotter
took great care to determine that the pieces were suitable for the
new building at Paxton, which was also designed in the then
contempary Grecian style of decoration. It seems unfortunate that
after going to such great lengths to collate and display his
uncle/cousin Patrick's collection of artefacts in a new building that he
was left with little time to enjoy his achievements. George Home
died in 1820, having spent his last few years trying to determine the
rightful heir to his personal estates and the Billy estates. He was
unsuccessful and Paxton and the Grenada estates were left to William

Foreman who took the additional surname of Home. William

Trotter's business continued to flourish and he became Lord Provost

of Edinburgh in 1825, and following his death in 1833 the business
passed to his son Robert.
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CONCLUSION

The furniture at Paxton House represents one of Scotland's finest
collections of furniture. This collection is greatly enhanced by the
existence of the original documents, and these provide an

indispensable source of information for furniture historians.

The chance to examine the 'Home of Wedderburn' archives, held at
the Scottish Record Office, presented a valuable opportunity to
review the documents relevant to both the Trotter and Chippendale
furniture at Paxton House. This eventually resulted in a number of
unprecedented discoveries of accounts from Chippendale to Patrick
Home. These related to work undertaken at Wedderburn Castle and

his London townhouses. These papers provided the necessary
evidence to finally confirm that Wedderbum can be counted as the
third documented Chippendale commission, executed in Scotland
during the eighteenth century. In total, Chippendale's firm
provided furniture for the Homes for a period of almost twenty
years.

From a further examination of the evidence, it becomes apparent that
they were not the only firm of cabinet-makers to be used by the
family at this time. The services of Scottish cabinet-makers,
William Hamilton and Son were also employed. During the latter
part of the eighteenth century this particular firm constituted the
mains rival to Young and Trotter. However, following the death of
William Hamilton, his son James, formed a partnership with Young
and Trotter. They then begin to advertise as 'upholsterers and
cabinet-makers', and this evidence helps to illustrate the eventual
emergence of Trotter as the leading cabinet-maker in early
nineteenth century Scotland.

This analysis of the Paxton furniture highlights the necessity for
furniture firms to provide a diverse selection of goods and services
for their clients. At the same time there emerges a clear picture of
the actual methods through which furniture and furnishings were
commissioned. The amount of correspondence in the archives which
relates to both the Chippendale and Trotter furniture demonstrates
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how important the details were to both client and cabinet-maker,
these included measurements of rooms for caipets; measurements of
ceiling heights for lantern chains; colour schemes for walls, chair
and carpet covers.

The furniture's history has itself become intertwined not just in a

particular house of a specific period, but within the ever evolving
parameters of the fortunes and fates of the Homes of Wedderbum.
A colourful picture of the Lairds of Wedderburn emerges, one
which clearly illustrates the life of the Lowland Gentry during the
eighteenth century: the slave plantations in the West Indies; travelling
abroad, collecting artefacts and paintings; practising law in
Edinburgh; all such activities are archetypal examples from this
period.

Finally, in 1988 the Paxton House Trust was formed when the owner
John Home-Robertson gifted the property to the nation. Since then
the house and gardens have undergone an extensive refurbishment
and restoration programme. The interior of the house has been
returned to its original decoration where possible. In the Dining
Room and the Drawing Room the original colour schemes had
remained virtually intact and therefore these have been left. In the
other rooms wallpapers and furnishings from the period have been
copied to present an accurate reconstruction of how the house may
have appeared in the eighteenth century. The gallery and library
have also been restored to their original states and have had their
furniture re-instated. The house opened to the public in April 1992,
and the gallery is currently being used as an outstation for the
National Galleries of Scotland.
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APPENDIX I

1774 Account

Ninian Home Esq
To Chippendale Haig & Co £ s d

1774

March 14

To repairing a mahogany Tambour much
Broke, usd mahogany, 2 Brass screw nuts &c - . 8 .

May 5

May 9

June 7

13 pieces of fine Blue stripe and Sprig paper
@ 6/- and 1 piece of Border for a Blue
bedchamber 4.4. -

16 pieces plain green stripe paper & 1 ps Border
6/- 5. 2. -

To a mahogany Table with 2 Flaps the
middle part coverd with Cloath and made to rise
& drawers for paper, pens, ink, sand &c on
castors 3. 8. -

To a deal mantlepiece neatly Carv'd &painted 5ft
7wd 3. 10.-
1 ditto 6ft 1 wd 2.18.-

To a very large 4 Post Bedstead with mahogany
feet posts. Quild and neatly Carvd, Lath bottom
a large Compass Rod finely polish'd and a set of
neat carv'd cornices, large Castors & a Bed Key

11.5.-.

Polished Rings, Tape Thread &makeing a Chints
Cotton furniture to ditto lin'd & fring'd
Compleat covering the Cornices &c 3.7.-
38 Yds of Extra superfine Chints Callico Glaz'd
9/6 18.1 .-

30 Yds fine Callico lining 2/3 3.7 .6.
19 1/2 Yds fine Irish Linnen 2/3 2 .3 .10.
12 Yds sheeting 1/4 - .16.-.



96 Yds Lace /2
60 Yds Fringe 1/4
3 Yds more Callico Coarser 1/9

- .16. -

4 . - .

-.5.3.

A fine bordered Bed, TickBolster waxd and filld
with the finest Hudson Bay feathers 14.10.-.

Carried Forward £78.6 .1

1774 Brought Forward £78.6 .1
June 7 A large Crankey Hair Mattrass 4.15. -

A fine White Flock Mattrass 3. - .- .

2 fine White Vermilion down pillows 1.5.-.
3 largest size superfine Upper & a fine under
Blanketts 5. 16.- .

A very large size superfine Marcela Quilt 8. 10.- .

Tape Thread & makeing 2 large festoon window
Curtains lind and fringd Compleat 1. 1 .-.

Braids, rings &plumbetts -. 6 .- .

27 yds superfine Chints Cotton to match 9/6
12.16.6 .

27 Yds Callico lining 1/9 2.7 .3 .

36 Yds Lace /2 -. 6 .- .

24 Yds Fringe 1/4 1.12.-.
40 Yds Line & 2 Tossells -.9 .6 .

2 pulley Laths & 4 Cloakpins -. 7 .-.

4 Iron Brackett hooks -. 4 .- .

2 neat Carv'd cornices to ditto coverd with

superfine Cotton to match compleat 4. 4 .- .

To 16 pieces of fine Chints paper for the
Bedchamber & Closet the pattern made on

purpose to match the cotton 8/- 6. 8 .- .

16 Dozens of Border to ditto -. 12. -

6 Round Starback Chairs neatly japand Green &
white the seats stuffd in Linen 7. 16.- .

2 sets of superfine Chints Cotton Cases to match
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lin'd Compleat 7.4.-.
2 ditto Armd Chairs finished in the same manner

3. 6 .- .

2 sets fine Chints Cotton cases to be lind &c 2. 8 .- .

To an easy Chair to match & Stuffd in linnen
with a fine down Cushion and Castors 3. 12.- .

2 setts Superfine Chints Cottton Cases lind
compleat 7. 10.- .

To a mahogany Commode Chest of Drawers 6. 16.6.
Carried Forward £ 170.17.10.

1774 Brought Forward £170.17.10
June 7 A large size Shaveing Table with drawers for

Razors &c a Bottle & Bason Compleat 7.7.-.
A large mahogany Cloathes press with folding
doors, fine wood, sliding shelves lind with
Marble paper & Bays aprons & 3 drawers in
height under 12.12.-.
A mahogany Bason Stand with Cover & Soap
cups and Bason &c 1.13.-.
A mahogany dressing Table with folding Top,
Boxes, bottles a Glass &c compleat 5. 18.-.
A deal Toylette Table on Castors -. 12-.
A marcela quilted peticoat & cover to ditto 2. 6
A large mahogany Shiffonier Table off very fine
wood with a drawer with Ink & Sand Bottles

and a Slider covered with Cloath 3. 8. -.

91 Yds fine Wilton Carpet & Border made up
with all materials Compleat for Bedchamber &
Closet @ 6/3 28. 8.9.
A mahogany Night Table & Stool with Sliding
doors and stone pan 2. 12.6.
To a mahogany Night Table with Sliding door

1. 3 .- .

2 large mahogany fly Tables 1.2.-.
A neat mahogany Buroe Table with divisions in



the upper drawer & a slider covered with Green
Cloath 6. 12.-
A new Bell and Spring 2 .6
8 Brass Cranks, @ Check Springs wire and staples

7 .-

A Bell Tossell & Line -.1.6

A very large Oval Glass in a Carvd & Gilt Frame
with Ornaments 16.16.-

Carried Forward £261.19.1.

1774 Brot Forward 261.19.1.

June 7 2 high mahogany Candlestands with fluted
pillars and scroll Toes 3. 6 .- .

A neat light field Bedstead with Tickin sides to
fix on Brass buttons & Castorts 2. 8 .- .

A Green Check throw over furniture Complete
2.9 .- .

A Crankey flock mattrass & white upper Do
2. 6 .- .

A fine white feather Bolster & white down pillow
1. 4 .- .

3 Blanketts & a Cotton Counterpane 1. 17.- .

A Globe lamp and fixing on your Brass Box -. 6 .- .

3 Octagon Green & white Wilton Carpets for the
windows in the Parlours & 2 Do of the small

Green pattern for the windows in Bedchamber 9
Yds 2. 14.- .

1 3/4 Yds of small Blue pattern Carpet same as the
Blue Bedchamber, Tape thread &c -. 10.6 .

4 Strong Covers covered with Red Leather for
the Globe Lamps -. 12- .

4 Green Stripe hearth Carpetts and One Blue
Do, tape thread &c 2. 17.6 .

2 small Open mahogany Bookshelves 1. 10.- .

2 mahogany Union Suits with Compas Fronts4.14.- .

2 mahogany linnen Airers on feet 1.4.-.
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2 Damask leather covers lind and Bound with
Gilt leather for the round top of your Dining
Tables 1.8.-.
To 2 Small swing dressing Glasses for servants

-. 10.- .

2 Deal Chest of Drawers painted white with locks
keys 3. 10. -

4 spare Close Stool pans -. 12.- .

12 Glass Soap Cups different sizes -. 5.- .

12 Yds fine Decker work printed Callico for
Chair covers 4, 6 .- .

Carried Forward £300.8 .1

1774 Brot forward £300.8 .1 .

June 7 13 Yds white Lineing -. 13.- .

3 pieces ofTape, thread &c -.4.6.
To a deal Chimney piece very neatly Carvd to
match that in Mr Arcdecknes Study and
painted 7. 10,- .

6 pieces more Chints paper for the closet
adjoining the Bedchamber 2. 8 .- .

6 Dozen Borders -. 4 .6.

To a large size Ivory & Ebony backgammon
Table with Ivory Men, Boxes & Dice Compleat

4. 16.-.

35 large matts 2. 3 .9 .

Deal for Battens nail and screws -.19.6 .

Laycord, haybands, packthread & paper -. 15.- .

Mens time packing the whole and Loading the
Carts 1. 13. 6 .

July 8 To a deal press Bedstead painted white with 2
drawers, lock & key under Do 4. 18.-.
Blue and white check Curtains to Do -. 12.- .

A feather Bed, Bolster and 2 pillows 4. 15.- .
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3 Blanketts and a Quilt 1. 17.- .

A field Bedstead with Streight Teaster, Sacking
Bottom and Castors 1. 11.- .

A Blue and white Check thro' over furniture to

Do 2. 6 .- .

A feather Bed, Bolster and Pillow 3. 15.- .

A flock Mattrass 1.3.-.
3 Blanketts and a Quilt 2. 6 .- .

To a plain painted floor Cloath 12ft by 9 & a

pole 1. 12.- .

15 Yds Wilton Carpett and Border made up

Compleat with all materials 4. 10,- .

Carried forward £361.6.4

1774 Brought Forward £361.6.4
July 8 A piece of the same Carpetting to fit the

Window -. 10.6 .

8 pieces of fine Blue stripe paper as before 6/-
2. 8 .- .

8 Dozen Borders /6 -. 4,- .

2 pieces Green Stripe paper and 2 Dozen Borders
-. 13.- .

August 6 To a very large size Mahogany Billiard Table
lind with superfine Green Cloath with Mace
Balls and all other materials Compleat 37.10.-.
174 feet Deal Caseing for Do /3 2. 3 .6 .

Deal for Battens, Strong Screws and Packing-. 11.6 .

£405.6 .10

Recieved 19 may 1775 the Contents of this Bill
in full and all demands for Partners & self.

Thomas Haig
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SRO GD267/7/1 & RH4/64

Ninian Home's Letter Book, May 1787- October 1792.
Correspondence to Messrs Haig & Chippendale 1789 -1791.

Paxton, 15th January 1789

Messrs Haig & Chippendale,
Gentlemen
I duly recieved your letter of the 30th October with a note sundry
articles you had shipped for me on board of the Tweed Captain
Paterson all of which arrived safe and I should have written to

you long ago but something or other prevented me.
I now enclose you a draft plan of the floor of the drawing room,
it is done in very rough manner , but I hope you will understand
it when I furnish it I wish it to be done in a neat, but not an

expensive manner, at your convenience you may send me an
estimate what the expense will be. You will remember when we

spoke of furnishing this room, that only one Glass in the place
between the windows to the South, in the two pairs to the East
Girandoles only and that the chairs should be mahogany, if not
painted.
You may also remember that the ceiling of the Dining Room is
ornamented & painted with different colours, the ceiling of the
Drawing Room is also ornamented but not painted and I think I
have lately seen ornamented ceiling, only whitened, I mention this
that you may inform me whether it is most common to paint or to
whiten such ceilings. Be so kind as to send me an account of the
things you sent down by the Tweed and I owe you also for the
hire of a bed I had while I was in Mr Homes in Gower Street.
I perhaps am building a Lodge the coming Summer and I am not
certain but I may want some figures for ornaments perhaps two lions
and some vases they are sometimes I believe cast in iron and
sometimes cut in stone, if you can inform me what they cost I will be
obliged to you, the Lions should be Couchant and also about three
feet long.
I am &c
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Paxton, 20th June 1789

Messrs Haig & Chippendale,
Gentlemen

I only recived your letter of the 30th January accompanying
estimates for the furniture of my drawing room and an account of
sundry articles furnished and amounting to £23.12.6. for which sum
I inclose you my draft.. Alexander Douglas (..?..) ten days date.
My Drawing Room is not painted, and the (..?.) altogether furnish it
this year. I shall put some furniture into it this year & make it
useful, a note of what articles I think of at present, I now (annex)
which you will please to get ready and send me by one of the
Berwick traders as soon as you conveniently can, I shall depend on

your sending them neat and substantially good and at the most
reasonable prices as I shall remit you for them as soon as delivered.
I must observe with respect to the window curtains that your
estimate is considerably higher than what I paid for them in the
Dining Room which are also of Taboray and the windows are the
same size, for the Dining Room you charge the Taboray at 5/6 for
90 and the estimate you sent me is at 6/6 which I suppose is a mistake
for as silk is less than it was at that time the price I approved (ought
to be lower)I think the same cost of cornices I had for the window
curtains of the Dining Room will do for three of the Drawing Room,
by refering to your books you will see what that they were finished
in January 1776. -You may remember you showed me some pieces
of carpeting when I was in London and I made a choice of one. It
was a large Pattern with a good deal of yellow in it. There must be a

covering for it of green serge. As for the Cases for the Chairs &
Sofas, you... know what is most proper to make them of, those of the
Dining Room are of Green serge, perhaps that may not be fit for a

drawing room or that now some other stuff is used for Capes, make
them of what you think is right.

The Colour of the Taboray for the window curtains.. I would I
think...? in the prevailing Colour in the Ground of the ceiling, were
it not in that Account. I should perhaps have some other colour I
shall want Paper for the room but I do not know what quantity, but I
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will let you know. I shall have an exact plan of the floor taken and
send you that you may know how to make the Carpet.

Be so good as to let me hear from you and say about what time the
furniture will be ready.
1 am &c.

Note of furniture wanted for the drawing Room at Paxton.
A Wilton Carpet Large covering for the Carpetting
5 Window Curtains Cover for Chairs & Sofas
2 Mahogany Sofas A Rug for the Hearth
10 Armed Chairs
A neat Pembroke Table

2 (block) Black Joiners ?
2 Stands for Piers in the East Front
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Paxton,6th July 1789

Messrs Haig & Chippendale,
Gentlemen

I am favoured with your letter of the 2nd and observe what you say

(importing) the furniture I have ordered. I now inclose you as of
note a Plan of the Floor of the Rooms as I can get and hope it will be
sufficient for the purposes you wanted it. - I beg you will send me as
much paper with a sufficing quantity of border as will cover the
Walls of the Rooms, the part to be covered is eleven feet and half
high between the ..?... and the frieze of the Cornice, the Plan of the
Floor will give you the circumference of the Room. I leave to you
to choose the Paper, as you are a better judge what is proper for
such a Room than I am. I wish the paper to be sent as .... as soon as

you .... for both. I have some other Paper to put up which I want
done and it would be in my last letter I mentioned to you that I was
of opinion the colour of the Taboray for the Window Curtains &c
should (be) Green as that was the prevailing colour of the Ground of
the Ceiling, however as there is a good deal of yellow or Orange in
the Carpet I submit it to you whither it would be proper to have the
Taboray of one of those colours the Orange I think the least and if
there would be no impropriety in it, and if the Green is not already
cut. I think I would rather choose that the colour should be orange
or Dark yellow.
I am &c

You will please remember that I had better have too much than an
inch too little of the Paper.



Paxton, 13th July 1789

Messrs Haig & Chippendale,
Gentlemen
I have your letter of the 10th. The choice of the Paper and Border I
left entirely to Your Judgement as you must know what is proper
better than me, and I approve of the Choice you have made both in
Paper & Border which you will send down as soon as you can.
I am also very well pleased that the furniture is to be Green.
I am &c

Paxton, 10th September 1789

Messrs Haig & Chippendale,
Gentlemen

I suppose by this time the furniture for my room is nearly ready, the
Paper is put up & I like it very well, but I do not think the border a

very good one but it is now up and must do. When the furniture is
sent down, send me also 12 rolls of the same Paper Border sufficient
as that sent for the Drawing Room if you remember the patterns. It
is to paper a small room adjoining to it, if you do not recollect this
pattern any other will do, but I beg you will take care that it is all the
same colour, for part of what you sent down last curtain was a shade
darker than the rest and had it all been wanted for that Room it

would not have done, but as it was for a Room & Closet it did well
enough.
I am &c
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Paxton, 25th December 1789
Messrs Haig & Chippendale,,
Gentlemen

I received your letter with the Account of the furniture sent down
for my drawing Room which I dare say is very good, but many of
the articles are charged considerably higher than they were in your
former accounts. Indeed not now can I say more about it. Fortune
as I may (..?...) have the pleasure of seeing you in the Spring when I
will (?) you of settling the matter amicably, in the meantime
inclose you my Drafts in Alex Douglas Esq for £200
£129.8.10. at 90 days date each which is the your accounts
Mr Douglas is dated about a ... ? when I intended writing to you but
was ?? at that time. I have delayed it ever since.
I am &c

Paxton, 10th August 1790

Messrs Haig & Chippendale
Gentlemen

I should have before this acknowledged the receipt of your letter of
the 22nd June and of the Glasses that you shipped me, one of the side
pieces of the small glass is cracked, also a small piece of one of the
large plates is broken which must have happened before it was

packed by putting it on the head but it cannot be helped.
I beg you will send me an account of the work of fitting up the
Glasses &c and hope you will do so on the most reasonable terms and
if you will send your Bill for the Payments
I am &c
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Paxton, 4th September 1790

Messrs Haig & Chippendale
Gentlemen
I have your letter of the 25th you misapprehended me very much in
thinking I meant to insinuate that you had (?) me when I mentioned
that one of the side pieces of the mirror Glass was cracked and that
a small piece of one of the large Glasses was broke which I
apprehended (?0 the work in the (?) piece of the small Glass was a

very possible thing to happen by accident in the voyage or carriages
but a small bit in the edge of the large Glass (?) quite (?) was not so

likely to happen in manner and if you saw it (?) would be of that
opinion and if you will take the trouble to read my letter again you
will find I did not (assume) that the Glasses were cracked before they
left you. I said " that of the side piece of the small Glass was cracked
and that a small piece of one of the large plates was broken which
must have happened before ft was packed. I think evidently by
putting on the head but it cannot be helped" these are the words of
copy letter and if I mentioned the Glasses at all I think I would not
have paid less (?). I find no fault with the charges you make but I
cannot help being surprised at your note saying you could not afford
to give more for the Glass. I left with you then Seven (eleven)
Guineas. Mr Haig must certainly recollect that (?) these Glasses
were to be fitted up that I said to him he must take the other, in part
payment which he agreed to do, he knew the price I had paid for
cash of him, and that the one in question cost £ Eighteen Guineas. I
therefore expect to be allowed that sum for it.
I am &c



Paxton, 18th September 1790
Messrs Haig & Chippendale
Gentlemen

I have your letter of the 9th instant. I now enclose you my Draft at
3 months date for £109.11.10 which with £18.18.0 . the Price of the

Glass left with you makes it £128.9 .10. the Amount of the Account
remit me

I am &c

26th August 1791

Gentlemen

I have received the two tables safe & they fit for the places they were
intended for very well. Be so good as to send me a Note of the Price
and I will remit you the money
I am &c

Paxton, October 1791
Gentlemen,
I sometime ago received your letter informing my debts for the table
and am

£30.6 .5 .

Inclosed I send you my draft for that sum, on Messrs Servant &
Hankey at 40 days, the Bill is dated the dated the 3rd Instant
I am &c

Paxton, 4th November 1791

Gentlemen

I inclose my draft on demand and (Hankey....?) for £30.16.5 . being
the amount of your last account. You will see by the date (?) should
(??) a Month ago
I am &c
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Paxton, 13th July 1789
Messrs Bell & Rannie

Gentlemen

I am favoured with your letter of the (th (?) sent by the Berwick
carrier. Accompanying a hogshead of Claret in Bottles, with an
Account for the same Amounting to £46.4 .9 . for which Sum you
have enclosed my Draft, Douglas of London at 30 Day dates
I am &c

Paxton, 16th September 1791

Messrs Bell & Rannie
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SRO GD267/31/75

Letter to Patrick Home re the furnishings for
Wedderbum Castle, 29th July 1779 (Top left hand
corner torn off)

— — Instant to which we have
which renders the following articles at
of Dimensions which you promised to

transmit on you arrival at Wedderburn.

The height & width of the windows of the Hall, the Drawing
Room

and the Dining Parlour within the Beeds - for sunshades &
spring curtains.

Do of the Drawing Room for Carpet
Do of the 2 OCtagon Dressing Rooms for Do
The height of the staircase from the Top to the floor for the
(?) Chain of the Lanthern.

In a weeks time all the other furniture maybe sent away, &
will wait only for these dimensionswhich we beg you will
order to be sent to us immediately and oblige.

Sir Your most Obedient Humble Servants

Chippendale & Haig

St.Martin's Lane

29 July 1779

PS We request to know if you would chuse to have the
Goods insured to Berwick.
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SRO GD267/31/70
Patrick Home Esq

To Haig & Chippendale

1786

February
Front Garrett £. s. d.
To a single half Tester Turn up Bedstead
with sacking bottom Compass Rod & castors
A Green Furniture to Do

A seasond feather Bed. Bolster & pillow
2 uppper and 1 under Blankets
A Stuff back Quilt - 8 6
2 matted Chairs - 6 -

A Deal Table with a Drawer - 7 -

A Dressing Glass in a mahogany frame - 3 -

Back Garrett

A four post Double Servants Bedstead — with —

Sacking bottom compass Rod & castors
Furniture to Do

A large Seasond feather Bed. Bolster & 2 Pillows
2 Upper & 1 under Blankets
A large stuff back Quilt - 14 -

3 matted chairs - 9 -

A Deal table with Drawer - 7 -

A Dressing Glass in a mahogany frame with back
foot - 3 6

Hall

A Deal Press Bedstead for One Person, painted
white, with folding doors - Sacking bottom compass rod
and 2 Drawers at bottom 5 - 10

A Green Furniture to Do 1-12
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1786

February
Brought Over £31 3 6

A Seasond feather Bed. Bolster & Pillow 4 18
2 upper and 1 under Blankets 12
A Stuff back Quilt 13
A Wasinscot Chamber Table with a Drawer 10
4 Red Dy'd Chairs with matted Seats 1 12
A Dressing Glass in a mahogany Frame with
back feet 5-6

A Strong deal Kitchen Table 6ft 6 by 3ft
with 2 Drawers 2 - 10
A Wainscot flap Kitchen Table 16
6 Strong Kitchen Chairs 17
Paid for a best mop & a hair Broom - 3 6
A long Scrubbing Brush, a hand Do 3 6
A Bannister Brush & a pail -4
A Tinn'd dust shovel - - 9

3/4 yd canvas for housecloth - - 9
1 yd Flannell 1
A Brick Broom - - 2

Bedchamber

A large frame four post Bedstead with mat matress
feet posts Varnished. A lath bottom, polished
compas & castors 5 12
A sett of cove cornices & carv'd Draping

of japanned to match the furniture
A matt brown Sprig Printed Cotton Furniture
lind and fringd with fine Irish cloths &
Teaster 16 12
A Borderd Straw Mattrass in a deal base 1-16

9/



Carried Over £ 12. 8. 8.

1786

February
Brought Up £72.8. 8.

A thick bordered Cranky flock mattress 3 3
A fine white borderd flock upper Do 3 5-
A fine feather Bolster. 2 white pillows 2 14
2 large size fine upper Blankets 3 3
1 large fine under Do 14
A large size fine white cotton Counterpane 3 10
A strong cartridge paper Cover to the Teaster 1 6
3 mat brown Sprig Printed Cotton festoon
Window curtains, lind and fringed with
Pulley laths - lines &c &c compleat 9 18
3 cove cornices to Do japanned to
match the (cotton) 18
20 yds fine yard wide Scots carpets made up
-- with all materials c4/3 4 5
A large size mahogany Double Chest Drawers
of good wood 10 10
A mahogany night table necessary stool
with folding doors and white stone pain 3 10
A mahogany Chamber Table with a Drawer 16
A large size Dressing Glass in a mahogany
Frame with a back foot 17

A limetree Linen Airer on feet 4 6

A large size mahogany Bason Stand with a
Drawer and Soapcups and a ware
Bottle and Bason 12

4 mat Open back Chairs, Japann'd white &
Brown Seats Stuffd in fine linen 3 4

Brown Sprig Printed cotton bases to the seats
lind 1 14



Carried Over £ 126. 17. 8.

1786

March

Brought Over £126. 17. 8.

A large size Easy Chair, the feet Japann'd to match
on strong Socket Castors - Stuffd & quilted in fine
Linen - with a feather cushion to the Seats 3 12
Brown Sprig Printed Cotton bases to Do lind 2 12
3 Tossells and 6 yds Line to Bells - 4

Dining Parlour
Time making 3 festoon Window Curtains fring'd 1 4 -

Sewing silk thread Tape &c - 7 6

Rings & plumbetts - 3 -

29yds fine green morine @2/3 3 5 3

40yds best coverd Lace @/4d - 14 -

71/2 yds fringe @ 1/2 - 8 9

45 yds Line 3 Tossells - 10 6

3 Pully Laths 6 mat Cloakpins - 10 6

9(?) 2 hand Wilton Carpets 16ft 6 by 12ft 6 8 - -

2 mahogany Dining Tables of good wood with
round ends - made to take another and join
Occasionally 10 10 -

A large mahogany Sideboard Table-fine
wood - with a Drawer at each end - and a

pot cupboard in one &c 10 -

8 Mat mahogany Open back Parlour Chairs
Seats Stuffd and cover'd with fine Sattin - hair
-cloth - Ty'd down with Roses and finish'd
with double rows brass nails @ 34/ 13 12
2 Ditto card Chairs Seats Stuffd, cover'd &
finish'd in the same manner 4 8

23



Carried Over £186. 19. 2.

1786

March

Brought Up £186. 19. 2.
A Mahogany Oblong Octagon- Cooper of good
wood- on a frame with Castors 5 5 -

A Mahogany ttwo leav'd folding Firescreen
with Sliding pannells - coverd with fine
Green Taboray 1 12 -

Sundries

3. A man cleaning snow from top of house - 3 -

18. Mens time putting up all the Beds and
window curtains & Bell lines and laying down
the Carpets —?&c 11 6 -

28. Paid for 2 yellow Dishes & 6 plates - 3 8
3 Basons and a Sauce Boat - 18
A Vinegar Cruet and a Salt - 1 -

6 Tea cups and Saucers - 2 8
A Bason & Teapots, a creampot - 12
3 Brown Panns, a yellow Dish - 2 8
4 Chamber Pots - 2 8
A House Cloth and Flannell - 18
29. Middlewitch & Lloyds. Bill for Sheeting
Table Linen, Towelling &c 12 1 -

Time making 6 hair sheets. 6 Bolster cases
11 Pillow cases. 25 Towells and Dusters. 21 Breakfast
& 2 Dinner Cloths, Buttons Thread Tape &c &c
included 1 12 6
Paid for Marking 7 pair Sheets. A Bolster Cases
11 Pillow cases & 6 hand Towells 4 9

Carried Over £ 209.6. 1.
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1786

March

Brought Over £209. 6. 1.
29. Paid a Woman for cleaning & sleeping in
your home 7 weeks 2 5 -

51bs Candles & 21b Soap for Do 4 8
Sand wood Scouring paper & a brush for Do 3 -

Paid for a whisk Carpets Broom & 2 hearth Do 5 6
A Salt Box, a flour tub - 3 9
A knife Tray. A handle bowl - 3 -

? - 1 6
A Spanish door matt - 19
A lb Candles to Soap & Wood for your servant - 18
April 8.A three leav'd folding Cloths horse - 8 6
May 6.A new key and fitting to a Bop lock 1 -

£ 213. 5. 5.

July lO.By cash - for Middlewitch & Lloyds Bill - 12 1 -

Balance £201. 4, 5.
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SRO GD267/31/70
Patrick Home Esq

To Haig & Chippendale £. s. d.
1786

July 13. A man opening the lock of a Double Chest Drawers
A new key to Do 7 6

For Wedderbume

October21. 9 pieces of Ebony, weights 1„
(but 2 Do) 1„ 21 6ft 4 - 6
12 " " Tulipwood - 12
27 feet strong deal Caseing @ 14d 9
Paid Shipping Expences wharfage & Suppliance - 5 6

Town

December 28. Mens time taking down all your Furniture
in St. Martin's Lane, loading in Carts &b unloading
in Gower Street - use of matts &c &c putting up
the Servants Beds - Tacks &c - 16 6

Paid cartage 2 loads 11
1787

January 9. Paid for washing &c your four post cotton Bed
furniture lin'd - 15

Do 3 Do window curtains -Do 12

Do a Do easy Chair & Cushion bases Do - 2 6
Do a large size Counterpane 2 6
Time repairing before washind, & making
up afterwards - Thread Tape &c 6 6-
3 compas pully Laths for Bedchamber
Window Curtains 9

6 Strong Iron Brackets hooks - 4 6
Dining Parlour
Time altering & letting out your 3 Green
windows curtains - 9

Sewing silk - 1 6
3 yds Green morine added - @ 2/4 11 8

%



Carried Over £10.13. 2.

1787

3 yds covered lace - 1
3 compas pully laths - 9
6 Strong Iron Bracket hooks - 4 6
A large Mahogany Sideboard Table fine wood, with
a Cellaret Drawer in each end, fluted therm feet 16 16 -

A Mahogany Oval Cistern lind with lead, with
brass hooks & handles, on a frame with castors 2 15 -

Mens time putting up the Bedstead & furniture
Window Curtains & bell lines & laying down the
Carpet in Bedchamber, putting up the window
Curtains in parlour & putting up 5 — in Garretts, Tacks etc - 10 6
Repairing a Dressing frame & putting a larg
size new Glass in Do - 18 -

Staircase & hall

2 — Lamps, neatly mounted on brass scrolls
to fit the handrail 2 10 -

A hanging Lamp neatly mounted with
a Glass Shade &c 114-

2 —- brass Ballance weights - 16 -

A brass — pully & ceiling Rose & 2 single
pulleys & roses - 9 -

4 1/2 yds strong Green line - 3 6
A mans time hanging Do and fixing in two
other Lamps - 3 6
18 ft 6 of 1 1/2 yd wide matt pattern floorcloth
@ 7/ yard 2 5 6
Time laying down Do - 1 -

3 Windsor Backstool Chairs painted finish Grey 1 1 -

42 1/2 yds fine 3/4 Wilton Stair Carpet - C 5/6 11 13 9
Time fixing the screw eyes, fitting & laying down
the Carpet compleat - Boot tape thread &c 9 6 -

Carried Up 57 4 11
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1787

March Brought Up 57 4 11

Time making 3 festoon Window Curtains lind &
fring'd 1 7 -

Thread Tape &c - 6 -

Braids Rings & plumbets - 3 -

46 1/2 yds matt Buff & Blue Cotton @ 2/8 6 4-
46 1/2 yds white cotton Lining @2/ 4 13-
36 yds Lace @ /2d - 6 -

10 yds Fringe @ 1/3 - 12 6
72 yds Line 4 Topbells - 16 -

3 compas pully laths - 9 -

8 mat cloakpins - 4 -

6 strong iron Brackets hooks - 4 6
3 Cornices to Do, neatly japanned to match
the Cotton 3 9 -

5 1/2 yds thick Blue Silk Line to Bells - 6 10
2 Ivory Egg Shape handles to Do - 5 -

62 1/4 yds fine Wilton Carpet & Border made to
Compt with all materials to cover the floor @6/1 18 13 6
411/2 yds fine Green serge in a cover to Do @2/ 4 3 -

Boottape thread & making up Do Compt - 15 -

8 Square back Mahogany Armd Chairs neatly
Carv'd & Vamish'd - Stuffd and quilted in fine
Linen the backs & seats bordered 25 4 -

Neat Blue & Buff printed Cotton Cases to Do 5 12 -

A large size Sofa with square back & scroll
Elbows, neatly carv'd & Varnished to match on

strong socket castors - the back & seat bordered
6 2 Cushions for the ends 10 10

Neat Blue & Buff printed Cotton Cases to Do 3 - -

2 Square face Firescreens, covered with rich blue
lustring and mounted on Block stands
neatly carv'd and varnished 3 3

Carried Over £147.11 3
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1787

March Brought Over £147 11 3
2 large Pier Glasses with Lead plates, in neat
Carv'd frames with top Ornaments, highly finished
in Bumish'd Gold 46 - -

2 Compas Pier Tables of fine Mahogany, inlaid
with white & Varnished frames neatly Carv'd to
match the Chairs 5 5 -

2 Girandoles with two lights each, with Orna=
=ments neatly Carv'd & Gilt in Burnished Gold
& a figure in each 14 - -

2 neat cut Glass Girandoles with two lights each
for the mantle 7 - -

Mens time putting up the Window Curtains and
Cornices - Glasses, Tables & Girandoles & laying down
the Carpet & cover in Drawing Room. Tacks &c - 12 6

13. 16 yds fine Green Serge in a cover to part of the
Carpet in Dining Parlour @ 2/ 1 12 -

Boottape & thread 7 making up Do compleat - 4 -

27. Repairing a folding firescreen

May 1.11 yds new Line to one the Dining Parlour windows
Curtains @ 2d 1 10
A Man's time fixing Do - 1 6

10. 3 fine brown holland window Blinds on Rollers

with rack pullys & compt for Dining Parlour 3 12 -

1 Ditto for front Parlour 1 4 -

A man's time fixing Do 1 6

£ 227 57

Return back the Cistern

£

Settled 11 June

PH

2 15 -

224 10 7



Received 11th June 1790 of

Patrick Home Esq, Two Hundred & Twenty
Four Pounds Ten Shillings & Sixpence in full.

£ 224.. 10 ..6 Haig & Chippendale

Patrick Home Esq
To Haig & Chippendale

£ s d

1787 To a Bill Deliver'd 227.. 5 ..7

Haig & Chippendale presents their humble
service to Mr Home, would esteem themselves
much obliged by the payments of the above Account.

St Martin's Lane

25 September 1789.



APPENDIX II

SRO GD267/3/4

W. Trotter

Edinburgh 11th December 1813

My Dear Madam,

I have had the pleasure of receiving your letters - and I assure you I
have often had you & Paxton in my thoughts and I think I have now
so settled you in my mind - as to be ready for coming to action
whenever I am called.

After various deliberations with myself I wish to recommend the
Chairs & Sofas to be made of solid rosewood instead of black, in
imitation of ebony. It will be most in unison with the character of
the rooms. I am succeeding to a wish with the unfortunate Jasper
Tables, the pieces are all matched, & accepting a very few, they are

joined, - and that the pieces which still adhere to the stone might not
be displaced, - I have join'd the stones together again, and
strenghthened them by iron bolts &c in the under side. I have not
yet received the doors of the bookcase to be filled with the brass
wire, be so good as enquire how, & where they were sent.

With respect to the general finishing of the Table frames for the
Marbles, I mean them all of solid rosewood - and would wish as

much carving upon them as possible - hence it is somewhat difficult
to make an estimate of their expence, I shall give, however, a
calculation of what their probable price may be - but still I would
wish a little latitude, in case anything strikes me, in the progress of
the work, as a considerable improvement - and which I am sure Mr.
Home would not hesitate in allowing me to adopt. -

-as the Jasper & lava Tables will be placed upon the walls - The
frames upon which they stand will in some degree correspond with
each other - I mean them to be supported in front by richly carved
legs in the form of Trusses - and pilasters behind - but each to have a
rosewood shelf under.
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The Tables of specimens I wish, for the sake of variety, to finish in
the gothick stile - and that it shall stand out in the middle area of the
room - it also to have a shelf of rosewood under it. I made also for

it, a sketch with shaped feet - but I am afraid they will not look solid
enough.

The two pieces of black marble I mean to have one over the other -

like a double top - not as a shelf under a top.

Your Hunting piece - I have sketched as supported by brass columns
upon the top of a Therm - and the beautifull round Lava Top cannot
I think be better, than supported by a Massy Pillar - rising from a

pedestal and carved feet.

The sofas will fill the spaces between the pilasters upon the straight
wall - and will look handsome even if taken out & placed
occassionally in the middle of Room. The Grecian couch will
however render it unnecessary to remove them often from the wall.

I am very glad that you are pleased with the new arrangement of the
Pictures and I hope that Mr. Home will spend many a pleasant hour
when, the furniture in it, gives him an oppurtunity of dwelling upon
the beauty & excellence of the paintings at leisure.

Speaking of beauty - I wish Mr. Home & you had seen the
penmanship of our city address to the Prince Regent - no copperplate
was ever equal to it - every word was a picture, - and all written by
a Young Man Of 18(28?) years - Whose writing I had seen, and was
so struck with it, that I sent to Stirling for him to come and write it.
All the cabinet ministers who saw it, were quite struck with it. As to
the address in other respects - you will have an oppurtunity of seeing
it & judging its merits, in the Gazette.

Still, speaking of beauty & composition, my mind is led back to the
good old chairs - and I am quite rejoiced you have been so happy as
make such a muster of them. I shall do them all the justice in my

power. The Sketch of the Chair I have sent for the drawing room -

has a stuffed pannell in the back. The Sofas, as well as the Chairs are
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to be covered with the crimson cloth - and perhaps it may not be
amiss to have slight overall covers for them.

The simple construction lamps are now come to hand - and I shall
send out one - for a trial.

I shall be much oblig'd by your remarks upon all I have said or done
- and I shall endeavor to avail myself of your good hints or
directions to make every thing committed to my care as perfect as

possible - but I am afraid i shall tire you reading so much, - for all
which I beg your polite excuse and requesting permission to present
my respectfull compliments to Mr. Home - I have the Honor to
remain,

My Dear Madam,
Your Most Humble Servant

W. Trotter.



Estimate of probable expences.

Richly carved solid rose wood Frames for the Egyptian Jasper tables
- from 20 to 22 guineas each.
Rich rose wood frames for the large Lava Tables, finish'd in similar
stile will come to about same price.
A Gothick Frame of rose wood for the table of fine specimens from
16 to 17 guineas.
A pillar & claw pedestal frame of rose wood for the circular Lava
Top 17-18 guineas.
Frame for black marble tops of rosewood 14-15 guineas.
A Therm of rose wood for fine marble Hunting piece - from 13 to
14 guineas.
The rose wood frame with shaped legs for specimen top 13 to 14
guineas.
The Chairs in imitation of Ebony richly carved - finished with loose
stuff'd seats and stuff'd pannels in back - covered with fine crimson
cloth &c. will be about 78/- each - and the elbow ones about a guinea
more - and if of solid rosewood the small chairs about 27 to 28/-
more and the elbow ones 27/- additional.
The Large Grecian Sofas for sides of room stufff'd & finish'd in fine
crimson cloth to match chairs - with bolster & pillows will come to
25 or 26 guineas each if of Black wood - and about 3 1/2 guineas
more if of rose wood.

The Grecian Couches finish'd to match large Sofas with bolster &
pillow - of Black wood from 22 to 23 Guineas each, and 3 1/2 more
if of rose wood.

The expence of the whole of the foregoing may be considerably
varied according to the stile of finishing, particularly as relating to
the quantity &c. of carving. To make the things look well, the
expence cannot be diminish'd, but it may be increas'd - and the
general good effect thereby improv'd -

W.T.
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Edinburgh 25th August 1814

My Dear Sir,
In obedience to your desire I enclose a copy of your account. It
gives me great pleasure to observe that the articles are in general
under the Maximum of estimate, excepting the Round Table - which
I mounted upon trusses instead of a centre pillar, as first intended,
and by which the expence was encreas'd.

I have this moment been examining the grate for large Drawing
Room - and I do think it very much in stile for the place. The smith
is so vain of it, that he must send a man along with it, to see both into
their places, and to direct the servants how to clean them - so by the
first vessell for Berwick they shall be ship'd.

I hope you have been well since the pleasant day Mrs Trotter spent at
Paxton - she requests me to offer her best Compliments to Miss
Stevens & yourself -

and Miss Telfer. May I be allow'd the same request - and to have the
Honor to remain,
My Dear Sir,
Yours most faithfully,
W.Trotter
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Edinburgh 9th September 1814

My Dear Sir,
I am favour'd with your letter and shall expect the Laburnum wood
by a future return of the vessel.

I am sorry for your own & Miss Stephens disappointment about the
grate for Library. It has arisen from the drawing sent to make it by
, being coloured as partly steel and partly brass, but it can veryeasily
be all covered with brass, either now, or afterwards, as you think
proper; and as there has been a mistake about it, the expense of
alterations shall be very trifling or nothing.

I am glad that you approve of the stile of the drawing room grate -

and I hope it will improve upon you by use. I was very much
gratify'd byfinding that your friend Lord Frederick Campbell
approved of the stile of furniture in the large room.

The tone of colouring is in my opinion so harmonious & suitable, -

that I should wish in any future operations of a similar kind, to be
regulated by Miss Stephens judgement - so she need not be surpris'd
if I make proposals to take her into partnership, and as I mean now
to retire from the Magistracy, I shall solicit to remain as the acting
Partner.

I beg my respectful Compliments to Miss Stephens in which,and to
yourself, Mrs Trotter begs to join
and I ever am,

My Dear Sir,
most faithfully yours,
W. Trotter
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Edinburgh 30th June, 1815

Dear Sir,
I had the favor lately of a letter from Miss Stephens, in obedience to
which I now annexe the particulars of the account.

I am glad to hear you continue well - rejoicing in the great results of
British Invincibility - which though mournfull to many, is, to the
Nation glorious.
I am glad the stand for the ship is approv'd of. I endeavoured to
keep the size of the spaces for glass as small as possible to take the
projections within it, indeed I was somewhat afraid I had angled it
too much.

I beg my best compliments to Miss Stephens - in which Mrs Trotter
requests to join to her and to yourself, and I remain,
My Dear Sir,
very respectfully yours,
W.Trotter
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SRO GD267/12/6/8/1-26

Edinburgh, 15th March 1815

My Dear Sir,
I have sent by the Berwick carrier, - a Chandilier, intended for the
centre of the Cupolas of the large room and I beg leave, to solicit
permission to be allowed to present it to you. - I hope Miss
Stephen's will aid me in obtaining this request, and, that both of you,
will consider it suitable & appropriate to the rooms. -

I sincerely trust that you have experienced no injury from the
pleasure you gave your friends in paying Edinburgh a visit, although
it was to them considerably curtailed by Rules of "self - control"
and "discipline", you found it proper to adopt. -

Mrs Trotter & myself will ever recollect with pleasure, the time we

spent at Pax ton, and the attention we received from Miss Stephen's &
yourself - she begs her best regards - and I have the Honor to remain
with much respect

My Dear Sir
Yours most faithfully
W. Trotter
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George Home of Paxton Esq
To Wm Trotter, Edinburgh

1813 November

Paid freight & carriage of articles from Paxton House £2 .3 .10

1814 January
A London Burner Complete £2 .2 .

An extra chrystal Chiminey for Do £- .2 .

6 dozen wicks @ 1/6, Mandrile 9d £- .9 .9 .

Two elegant frames for your Jasper tops of rich solid rosewood
supported on pillasters andtrusses, with plinth & fluted balls @

£20.10- .

£41.- .- .

A large rosewood Sofa Table supported on scroll ends with carved
stretchers, on castors £23.10.- .

2 large eliptic Card Tables to match £12.15.- .

£25.10.- .

A large Circular rosewood frame for Lava top, supported on $
carved trusses, with a plinth on ball feet £23.10.- .

4 rosewood Therms, for your marble tops, 14 guineas £58.16- .

2 rosewood frames, for your Lava tops supported on carved trusses
with plinth & balls £20.15.- .

£41.10.- .

A grecian Stand for Window of fine rosewood supported on carved
trusses for marble specimens £12.18.- .

A square rosewood Table frame with a shelf for your black marble
£15.10.- .

8 grecian elbow Chairs of solid black rosewood with pannell in back
& loose seats french stuffed in fine morone Cloth @132/-

£52.16.- .

6 small Chairs to match @ 105/- £31.10.-
Filling 4 Bookcase doors with brass wire 31 feet @3/2 £4 .18.2 .

4 mahogany Caned Library Chairs the tops of elbows stuffed in fine
cloth, welted with silk gimp, finished on brass castors @147/-

£29.8 .- .
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4 bordered hair Cushions for seats covered with morone Cloth,
welted & tufted with silk @38/6 £7 .14.- .

4 wedge hair Cushions for backs @27/6 £5 .10.- .

Two large grecian Sofas of rosewood with wedge ends & back on
castors, round stuffed with a bordered hair mattress, 2 round hair
bolsters & 2 down pillows with tosseel, covered with morone Cloth
& finished with silk gimp & cord @ £30.15.- . £61.10.- .

Two large grecian Sofas of rosewood with scroll ends & low backs
on Castors, with a bordered hair mattress, 2 bolsters, & 2 pillows,
finished to match the other Sofas @ £32.10.- . £65.- .- .

Two grecian Couches with high & low carved ends on Castors, with
a bordered hair mattress, a bolster, and a pillow covered with cloth
and finished to match the Sofas @ £27.10.- . £55.- .- .

Two grecian window Seats of rosewood french stuffed & covered
with morone cloth, and finished with silk gimp @£7.15.-.

£15.10.- .

Making a large Carpet for large drawing room £9 .10. - .

379 3/4 yards Brussells Carpeting @ 10/6 £199.7 .4 .

Making a Carpet for the Library £3 .2 .- .

122 3/4 yards Brussells Carpeting @10/6 £64.8 .4 .

Making 2 window Curtains for Library to draw to the sides with
draperies @17/6 £1 .15.- .

42 3/4 yards superfine morone Cloth @ 12/6 £26.14.4 .

137 yards silk Binding £3 .19.11.
14 yards tape @ 3d, Shanks silk @ 6d £- .7 .6 .

5 doz rings @ 1/-, 20 yards rope @ 2d £- .8 .4 .

$ Hooks @ 5/-, 2 pair Brackets @ 3/10, Tacks 6d £1 .8 .2 .

2 Carved window Cornices in matt and burnished gold @ 77/6
£7 .15.- .

@ polished iron rods with pullies @12/6 £1 .5 .- .

4 roller Blinds with mounting complex £5 .10.- .

Repairing 11 Antique Chairs in the frames, Caning, Carving, turning
6 cleaning them £12.15.- .

Workmanship repairing and repolishing your Jasper Table tops 65
days @ 4/-, 16 Do @ 1/6 £15.4 .- .

Workmanship putting Do together 18 days @4/6 £4.1
Polishing materials £- .6 .- .

3 dozen screwed Bolts with washers & nutts @ 2/6 £- .7 .6 .
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31b Lead @ 8d,216 rosin@9d, 21b of Stucco @1/- £- .5 .6 .

Making a Carpet for Anti room £19.6 .

30 yards Brussells Carpeting @ 9/6 £18.10.6 .

A set cavetto moulding Bed Cornices in Burnished gold for your
Bedstead £3 .13.- .

1 yard morone Cloth sent to Paxton House £- .12.6 .

38 1/2 yards painted floor Cloth @ 8/6 £16.8 .10.
Workmen at Paxton House unpacking and fitting up furniture, and
hanging paper &C £13.8.-.
Coach Hire and travelling Expenses £6 .15.6 .

3 in Jacks 6/8, 500 clout nails @5d £ - .8 .9 .

A Bottle prepared Copal Varnish £ - .14.6 .

Needle points for putting up mouldings £ - .3 .6 .

A set mahogany Library Steps with hand rail on the left side on
french wheel castors the steps covered with Brussells Carpeting

£10.5 .- .

10 Packing Cases with furniture £7 .3 .8 .

Wood graining, Matts, straw and package £24.9 .9 .

Cartage to Leith and shipping , £ 1.15.9 .

1036.1.5 .

Short sum'd first Page 4.5.6.
£1040.6.11

Endorsed on Back

This account was settled 16th June 1815.
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Patrick Home Esq
1775 To William Hamilton & Son

July 15 £ s d

To a large Bedstead, with fluted Mahogany foot
posts, lath bottom &c compleat 4.4. - .

To a Sett of handsome open Cornices, Carvd &
Jappand for the above Bedstead & painted to suit
the chints 4.15.-.
To 49 3/4 yards Sup fine Chints for Mounting to Do
Bedstead, sells in London at 6/ Y for 5/10 yards

14.10.31/2
To 51 3/4 yds white cotton lyning @/18d 3.17.71/2
To 98 yards white washing lace @ 1 3/4 d -.14.3 1/2.
To 19 yards Fringe @ /-d, 3 Tassels @ /14d 1. - .11.
To 24 yards Tape -.1.6.
To 7 1/2 doz large Rings @ 16 = 9doz small Rings @ /3d

-.-.6 .

To work making the Compleat Mounting of the above
Bedlyn'de - .18. - .

To 42 yards of said Chints for two window curtains
in Bedroom,& two Window Curtains in Dressing Room

12.5. -.

To 49 1/2 yards white cotton lyning - for
Do Curtains@/18d 3.14. 3.
To 49 yards white washing lace @ /1 3/4 -.7 .1 3/4.
To 16 yards fringe @ /nd - .14. 8 .

To 56 yards white Tape, 10/2 yards Boot Tape for the
heads -.3 .4 1/2.
To 14 Dozen small Brass Rings @ /3d -.3 .6 .

To 80 yards white Rope @ 1 1/2 = 12 lead
plummets @2 1/ -.12. 6 .

To 4 Tassels @ /14d = 8 Brass window hooks
@ 16 d -.8.8.
To 4 Pull'd Rods @ /20d = 8 Iron Brackets with
Screws @ /6d -.10. 8 .

To 4 handsome open Cornices for Do Curtains,
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Carvd Jappand, & painted to suit the Chints - @
35/ 7. - . - .

To 500 Tind Tax @? 2d = 9 Dozen Tinn'd
Studds @ ?ld -.1.7.
To work making 4 window Curtains in festoon,
lyn'd @ 4/ -.16. - .

Carried Over £ 57.4,11 3/4

1777 Sum Bro't Over £57.4.11

3/4.

July 15 To a Best hair Mattrass in Crankie 2. 12 .- .

To a Good Wool Do ..in ..Do 1.13. - .

To 3 Sup - Fine 11/4 Blankets @ 22/ d 3.6.-.
To 1 Bynding Blanket -.16. 8 .

To a hansome 12/4 Marsaild counterpane 5.5.-.
To 6 handsome hollow Back Chairs with Ogee
feet in Stuffed Canvas @22/2 6.12. - .

To 2 Elbow Chairs in same manner @34/-d 3.8.-.
To 21 1/2 yards same Chints for Do Chair Slips
@ 5/10 ' 6. 5 . 5 .

To 24 3/4 yards same white cotton lyning
@/18d 1.17.11/2
To 20 yards white washing lace @/11/2 -.2.6
To 24 yards Tape @ /1/2 -. 1 . -

To work making 6 Chair Slips @1/3 -.7.6
To Do @ Cotton Do Slips @ 2/6 -. 5 . -

To a Lady's handsome Dressing Table with a Glass
Boxes &c 3.3.

To a mahogany Toilett Table with a Drawer 1.2.-
To a Oval Glass, Mahogany Frame & Boxes 2. 6 . -

To a Bason Stand 14 in; square the cups behind -.14. -

To a Night Table, open Below 2. 6 . -

To a fine pewter pan -. 3 . -

To a small fly Table -. 7 . -

To a Mahogany folding screen, with Brass hinge-. 9 . -

To 75 1/2 yards fine Wilton Carpet, small
figures @ 5/6 20.15. 3.
To work making 2 carpets of Do for Bed Room and
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Dressing Room 1. - . - .

To 18 piece fine Chints paper, being Cutt to suite
the Bed furniture & Window Curtains @11/ 9.18. - .

To 18 Dozen Border @ 1/- -.18. - .

To cash paid carriage of Do by the Fly from
London -.16. - .

Carried Forward £133.13. 11 1/4

1777 Sum Bro't Forward £133.13.11 1/4

July 15 To a large Chest Drawers of Solid, Good Jamaica
Mahogany 4.16. - .

To 18 matts for packing @1/- -.18. - .

To a large packing Box for the Bed & Window
Cornices, meas' 67 ft.. @ 12/2 -.14.- .

To 3 packing Boxes for the Bed & Window
furniture, Dressing Glass and Dressing Table-. 9.6.

140.11.5 1/4.

1778

March 12. To 30 yards, Yd wide Royal Matting 2. - . - .

To 1 Matt to pack -. - . 8 .

26 To 15 yards 3/4 Ditto Matting -.15. - .

To 1 Matt to pack . 8 .

By the Lady's Dressing Table furnishd
15 July 1777 Returned £3. 3.- .

143.7 .9 1/4

Balance 140.4.9 1/4.

Canongate 1st March 1779 Sum Rec'd by the
hands of George Home Esq payment in
full of the Above Account and the Same is

hereby Discharged being in full of All
Proceedings

William Hamilton & Son

1/4.
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APPENDIX III

List of Plates

(All plates taken by author unless otherwise stated)

Chippendale Plates : 1-40
1.Paxton House, Berwickshire.
2.Wedderburn Castle, Berwickshire.
3.1774 Account, Messrs Haig & Chippendale.
4.Lot 50; Christies Catalogue 25.6.1970
5.Lot 53; Christies Catalogue 25.6.1970
6.Lot 58; Christies Catalogue 25.6.1970
7.Lot 60; Christies Catalogue 25.6.1970
8.Lot 114; Christies Catalogue 9.12.1971
9.Lot 116; Christies Catalogue 9.12.1971
10.Plate XLVX 1754, The Director
11.Games Box, 1774 Account (CG: Life & Works)
12.Chiffonier, Paxton House.
13.Secretaire, Paxton House.
14.Plate XLI 1754, The Director
15.Bookshelves, Paxton House (CG: Life & Works)
16.Plate CXII 1754, The Director
17.Bedpost, the Master Bedroom at Paxton.
18.Cornice of Bed in Portico Bedroom, Paxton.
19.Wheelback Chair (re-upholstered), Paxton.
20.Wheelback Chair (re-upholstered) with arms, Paxton.
21.Easy Chair, Paxton.
22.Wheelback Chair prior to repair work.
23.Wheelback Chair, with arms, prior to repair work.
24.Easy Chair, Nostell Priory
25.Cloathes Press, Master Bedroom at Paxton.
26.Cloathes Press, Alcove Bedroom at Paxton.
27.Marbled Lining Paper.
28.Shaving Table, Alcove Bedroom, Paxton.
29.Shaving Table,West Bedroom, Paxton.
30.Shaving Table, Paxton (CG: Life & Works)
31.Mahogany Candlestand, Paxton.
32.Dining Room Furniture, Paxton.
33.Dining Room Furniture, Harewood House.
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34.Green Leather Bergere, Paxton.
35.Window Stool, Paxton.
36.Dining Chairs, Paxton.
37.Pier Glasses, Dining Room, Paxton.
38.Firescreen, Petworth.
39.Double Chest of Drawers, West Bedroom, Paxton.
40.Plate CXXIX 1754, The Director.

Trotter Plates : 41-57

41.Lot 46; Christie's Catalogue; 25.6.1970
42.Lot 62; Christie's Catalogue; 25.6.1970
43.Lot 63; Christie's Catalogue; 25.6.1970
44.Lot 111; Christie's Catalogue; 9.12.1971
45.Grecian Couch, Gallery, Paxton (FB: Dictionary)
46.Grecian Sofa, Library, Paxton (FB: Dictionary)
47.Detail of Grecian Couch (FB: Dictionary)
48.Sofa Table, Library, Paxton (FB: Dictionary)
49.Bookcase in Library at Paxton, without doors (FB: Dictionary)
50.Display Case, Library, Paxton (FB: Dictionary)
51.Rosewood Therm, now in Gallery at Paxton (FB: Dictionary)
52.Jasper Pier Table & Two Elbow Chairs
53.Specimen Table
54.Grecian Couch in the Gallery, Paxton
55.Round Specimen Table in the Gallery, Paxton
56.Chair in the Library, Paxton
57.Card Table, Library, Paxton
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l.Paxton House, Berwickshire.

2.Wedderburn Castle, Berwickshire.



3.1774 Account, Messrs Haig & Chippendale.



4.Lot 50; Christies Catalogue 25.6.1970



5.Lot 53; Christies Catalogue 25.6.1970



6.Lot 58; Christies Catalogue 25.6.1970



7.Lot 60; Christies Catalogue 25.6.1970
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9.Lot 116; Christies Catalogue 9.12.1971
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1 O.PlateXLVX 1754 The Director



11.GamesBox,1774Account(CG:Life&Works)



l2.Chiffonier, Paxton House.



14.Plate XLI 1754, The Director



15.Bookshelves, formerly at Paxton House (CG: Life & Works)



16.Plate CXII 1754, The Director



17.Bedpost, the Master Bedroom at Paxton.

18.Cornice of Bed in Portico Bedroom, Paxton.



19.WheelbackChair(re-upholstered),Paxton.
20.WheelbackChair(re-upholstered)witharms,Paxton.



21.Easy Chair, Paxton.



22.Wheelback Chair prior to repair work.



23.WheelbackChair,witharms,priortorepairwork.
24.EasyChair



25.Cloathes Press, Master Bedroom at Paxton.



26.Cloathes Press, Alcove Bedroom at Paxton.



27.Marbled Lining Paper.

28.Shaving Table, Alcove Bedroom, Paxton.



29.ShavingTable,WestBedroom,Paxton.
30.ShavingTable,Paxton(CG:Life&Works)



32.Dining Room Furniture, Paxton.



33.DiningRoomFurniture,HarewoodHouse.



34.Green Leather Bergere, Paxton.



35.WindowStool,Paxton.



36.Dining Chairs, Paxton.



37.Pier Glasses, Dining Room, Paxton.



38.Firescreen, Petworth.



39.Double Chest of Drawers, West Bedroom, Paxton.



40.Plate CXXIX 1754, The Director.



• ■ Catalogue; ^5-6-197041 Lot 46; Christies Catalog



42.Lot62;Christie'sCatalogue;25.6.1970



43.Lot63;Christie'sCatalogue;25.6.1970



44.Lot 111; Christie's Catalogue; 9.12.1971



45.GrecianCouch,Gallery,Paxton(FB:Dictionary)



46.GrecianSofa,Library,Paxton(FB.*Dictionary)
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47.Detail of Grecian Couch (FB: Dictionary)
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48.Sofa

e'Lib*ry.Paxton(FB.
VDiet
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49.Bookcase in Library at Paxton, without doors (FB: Dictionary)



50.Display Case, Library, Paxton (FB: Dictionary)



51.Rosewood Therm, now in Gallery at Paxton (FB: Dictionary)



52Jasper Pier Table & Two Elbow Chairs

53.Specimen Table



54.GrecianCouchintheGallery,Paxton
55.RoundSpecimenTableintheGallery,Paxton



Sf>rbai.rintheIihrarv.Paxton

57.CardTable,Library,Paxton




